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Abstract

In this thesis, we explore some fast, robust and efficient methods that are
generally useful across many domains. Specifically, we explore the use
of Gaussian Representations in multiple application areas of computer
vision and robotics.

In the first part, we provide an alternative approach to the classic hidden
surface problem. In particular, we design a ray-based differentiable ren-
derer for 3D Gaussians that can be used to solve multiple classic computer
vision problems in a unified manner. For example, we can reconstruct
3D shapes from color, silhouette or optical flow, based solely on gradient-
based optimization; these reconstructions are robust to input errors and
reasonably fast (taking a few minutes on a laptop CPU). Similarly, we
can solve for precise camera pose estimates for known objects, comparable
to the quality given by classic methods. Our contributions include an
alternative formulation of the hidden surface problem that sacrifices fi-
delity for utility, thereby obtaining fast runtimes and high-quality gradient
information. We extend this renderer with differentiable optical flow and
show how to export colored meshes from the reconstructions. We show
examples on naturally collected videos of everyday objects.We will also
cover our work on obtaining 3D Gaussian representations directly from
meshes, without the need for sampling point sets.

In another line of our research, we show how Gaussian representations pro-
vide a powerful underlying representation for gradient-free optimization of
classic algorithms in robotics such as stereoscopic depth matching, motion
planning, visual odometry, and social navigation. We develop techniques
for performing optimization based on user preferences and based on dataset
variation. We show how Gaussian representations can be tuned directly
from user preferences, without the need for ground-truth collection or fine-
tuned metric design. Additionally, we show these optimizers can discover
multiple algorithm configurations for potentially different environments,
based solely on the algorithm responding to sampled configurations.

Lastly, we will touch on a novel regression-based, citation-free alternative
to citation metrics for analyzing academic contributions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In general, this thesis studies some fast, efficient and robust algorithms in computer

vision and robotics. Of note, these methods are designed to work well in general,

and experiments were constructed to validate and test their effectiveness in multiple

areas. None of them were designed to maximize performance on a specific dataset or

evaluation metric. Hopefully, this ensures a level of generality, flexibility and general

interest to these approaches that extends past their good empirical performance

on current evaluations and experimental designs. Additionally, most results in this

thesis were obtained on my 2017 personal laptop, without the need for large-scale

computational resources.

The bulk of this thesis is covered in several separate publications, all of which I

am the first author of. My advisor is a co-author on most of them due to our weekly

conversations and his helpful feedback. Curious readers may instead prefer to directly

read a particular paper, which may be more neatly formatted.

• Chapter 2: Differentiable Rendering with 3D Gaussians [KH22]

• Chapter 3: Flexible Extensions to Rendering with 3D Gaussians [KH23b]

• Chapter 4: Direct Fitting of Gaussians to Meshes [KH19]

• Chapter 5: Discovering Multiple Algorithm Configurations [KH23a]

• Chapter 6: Optimizing Algorithms Based on User Preferences [Kes+23]

• Chapter 7: Learning a Citation-Free Academic Metric [Kes19]
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

This thesis was motivated by a search for a better representation for three-dimensional

objects. Early computer scientists explored many representations, including gener-

alized cylinders [Agi72], curved patches [Coo66], and polygons [Cat72]. However,

notions of what representation is better are usually shaped by the task at hand.

Navigation for a wheeled robot [Mor83] might prefer a 2D occupancy grid [Fox01],

while dense reconstruction might prefer a signed distance field [RHL02]. What repre-

sentation is better in general may not be well defined. In this thesis, we explore how a

particular representation can enable fast, robust, and simple differentiable rendering.

We show how differentiable rendering can be used to solve multiple classic computer

vision tasks. As such, for this work, a good representation is one which can easily

produce images whose analytical gradients lead to sensible solutions.

In contrast to work from the “pattern recognition” (or “learning”) literature,

we are interested in a compact, interpretable representation. Statistical learning by

adjusting weights has a long history, used in character recognition [Doy60; SN60;

Ros60; UV61] predating early computer vision work [Rob63; Guz67; Pap66]. Neural

networks have had wide success over the years, from steering vehicles [Pom88] to

detecting faces [RBK98] decades before the deep learning revolution [LBH15]. Recently

Neural Radiance Fields [Mil+20a] demonstrated extremely compelling results in view

interpolation using MLPs to encode both density and radiance fields. Other works

use MLPs to output more classic representations directly, such as signed distance

fields [Par+19]. While these approaches provide effective solutions to down-stream

tasks, they are not the focus here. Instead, we believe the first computer vision

thesis [Rob63] adequately frames these learning methods as “better suited” for

handling front-end (finding features) and back-end (making decisions) steps in a

system, while techniques which “can be based on properties of three-dimensional

transformations and the laws of nature” should be studied and developed, even when

neural networks can adequately approximate those properties.

Our work spans three main preexisting research areas. We develop a computer

graphics technique, designed to work with stochastic optimization tools, in order

to solve classic computer vision problems. The representation should be simple,

compact, and interpretable. The rendering method willingly sacrifices fidelity for

2



1. Introduction

utility in optimization, focusing on smooth solutions that provide dense gradient flow.

For robust vision modeling, we focus on using silhouettes and depth maps, which

do not require knowledge of scene lighting and can easily be extracted by masking

methods [He+17] and depth sensors [Kes+17]. Modeling colors in an image requires

knowledge of lighting and material properties along with potentially high frequency

information content, which isn’t well supported by simple, approximate methods

trying to solve coarse-grain vision problems.

On a historical note, these fields are intertwined from their very earliest days.

Perhaps the first computer graphics thesis, Sketchpad [Sut63] includes optimization,

error minimization and fitting of functions. The first vision thesis [Rob63] makes

several mentions to pattern recognition literature while the second [Guz67] explicitly

suggests parts where “standard pattern classifiers” [Nil65] may be used. Early

contributors to AI [Min66] and Graphics [Sut66] both point to Robert’s vision thesis

as important to their fields in the same issue of Scientific American, which includes

research in early 3D surface representations [Coo66]. Computer Vision research is

Artificial Intelligence research, in even the earliest surveys [Fei69], which also cover

the successes of statistical learning methods in playing checkers [Sam59] or building

robots. Perhaps the first work in image processing [Kir+57] hinted towards using

automatic pattern recognition methods to separate images into their constituent

parts. Soon after, researchers deployed automated learning methods on recognition

of natural images [Nag68] and written characters [Mun68]. The connections between

these fields will no doubt continue into the future.

1.2 Hidden Surface Problem

Early graphics researchers studied and prioritized the hidden surface problem:

The difficulty is in computing what parts of an object are visible from

a given viewing position and what parts are not ... Once the hidden-

surface problem is solved, shading and color are relatively easy to intro-

duce. [Sut70]

There were many proposed solutions to this problem for early graphics hard-

ware [Eva66; War69; Wat70; SSS74]. Of note, these early graphics researchers also

3



1. Introduction

developed meshes, the popularity of which may have originated from the ease at

which early digitized objects were painted over and turned into polygons [Gab15].

[Gab15] studies the history of the hidden surface problem and how early researchers

tackled it.

A main contribution of this thesis is to provide an alternative solution to the

hidden surface problem. Most rendering approaches are typically not differentiable,

and we aim to formulate an alternative approach that enables robust gradient flow.

Classic rendering approaches are discontinuous for two primary reasons:

• Rays either intersect known geometry or they do not. If they do not intersection

any geometry, there is no gradient information to the shape.

• Rays that intersect geometry typically only intersect the front-most component

of geometry. This limits gradient flow to only a single piece of geometry.

Instead, our rendering equations in Chapters 2 and 3 have continuous, differentiable

alternatives to the two steps above.

• Shapes are represented with mixtures 3D Gaussians, which have infinite support

and are non-zero everywhere. This implies that all rays intersect all geometry

in the scene to some degree.

• Final intersection values are combined as a weighted average of positive weights,

leading to some contribution from all geometric components.

Final intersections can be computed with either a novel sort-free approach (Sec-

tions 2.3 and 3.3.2) or with typical alpha-compositing (Section 3.3.3). These choices

enable differentiable rendering that is smooth due to both the underlying geometry

(whose intersections are defined via maximization of some quantity), and due to the

smooth computation of final intersection locations. This aids smooth optimization,

and export to traditional discontinuous representations requires additional steps

(Sections 2.15 and 3.6).

4



Chapter 2

Fuzzy Metaballs: 3D Gaussians for

Differentiable Rendering

This chapter introduces an approach to differentiable rendering of shapes where the

underlying shape is represented as a mixture of 3D Gaussians. It is largely similar to

our publication on this topic [KH22].

Originally, 3D Gaussians in the rendering and graphics literature were called

Metaballs (or atoms, soft objects, blobs, blobbies). The original approach was used

to render visualizations of atoms, and defined the surface at a specific isosurface

level [Bli82]. Instead, we use 3D Gaussians as objects that are defined everywhere, a

property that enables robust optimization for differentiable rendering applications

such as pose estimation and shape reconstruction. Hence we call the approach Fuzzy

Metaballs, to note that we’re extending metaballs and also using them as infinite

support objects without a specific isosurface value.

As an alternative to searching for a discrete isosurface level, we instead intersect

each Gaussian at a maximal value of some objective. We derive three alternative

rules for maximal intersection of Gaussians, which correspond to different orders

of polynomial: linear, quadratic, and cubic. Along with the title of [Bli82], this is

why we sometimes refer to these as algebraic surfaces of different order [Zar35]. This

approach to rendering provides smooth interpolation between the objects, leading

to surface interpolation between individual components, which behave more like flat

planes (especially under the linear formulation) (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.3) than ellipsoids.
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2. Fuzzy Metaballs: 3D Gaussians for Differentiable Rendering

An interesting part of this chapter is studying parameter efficient representations

of 3D shapes. We consider the scaling of different representations in Section 2.6.

In general, we focus on having under-defined representations which can be robust

to errors in annotations (Section 2.10) and only model as much shape complexity

as is needed for coarse shape representation for potential robotics applications like

planning, manipulation, and collusion avoidance.

In Chapter 3 we simplify both the models used and some of the presentation of

similar material, so interested readers may benefit from the summary in Section 3.3.1.

2.1 Introduction

Rendering can be seen as the inverse of computer vision: turning 3D scene descriptions

into plausible images. There are countless classic rendering methods, spanning from

the extremely fast (as used in video games) to the extremely realistic (as used in

film and animation). Common to all of these methods is that the rendering process

for opaque objects is discontinuous; rays that hit no objects have no relationship to

scene geometry and when intersections do occur, they typically only interact with

the front-most component of geometry.

Differentiable Rendering is a recent development, designing techniques (often

sub-gradients) that enable a more direct mathematical relationship between an

image and the scene or camera parameters that generated it. The easy access to

derivatives allows for statistical optimization and natural integration with gradient-

based learning techniques. There exist several recent differentiable renderers which

produce images comparable in fidelity to classic, non-differentiable, photorealistic

rendering methods [Lai+20; Mil+20a; Nim+19; Zha+20].

This chapter presents a different approach: a differentiable renderer focused on

utility for computer vision tasks. We are interested in the quality and computability

of gradients, not on matching the exact image formation task. We willingly sacrifice

fidelity for computational simplicity (and hence speed). Our method focuses on a

rendering-like process for shapes which generates good gradients that rapidly lead

to viable solutions for classic vision problems. Other methods may produce more

pleasing images, but we care about the quality of our local minima and our ability to

easily find those minima. Our experiments show how, compared to classic methods,

6
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Components Depth Alpha Normals Phong

Figure 2.1: Our differentiable renderer producing images of Stanford bunny,
using a representation with 400 parameters. From left to right: the 40 components
at one standard deviation, followed by our differentiable renderer generating depth,
alpha, surface normals and a shaded image.

differentiable renderers can be used to solve classic vision problems using only gradient

descent, enabling a high degree of robustness to noise such as under-segmented masks

or depth sensor artifacts.

Our approach is built on a specific 3D representation. Existing representations

often have undesirable properties for rendering or optimization. Point clouds require

splatting or calculating precise point sizes [Yif+19]. Meshes explicitly represent

the object surface, making changes of genus difficult. Other representations require

optimization or numerical estimation of ray-shape intersections [Bli82; Mil+20a]. Our

proposed method is formulated with independent rays, represents object surfaces

implicitly and computes ray termination in closed form.

Most existing differentiable renders focus on GPU performance. However, GPUs

are not always available. Many robotics platforms do not have a GPU [Tom+12]

or find it occupied running object detection [YS19], optical flow [TD20] or a SLAM

method [Mil+20b]. While a single method may claim to be real-time on a dedicated

GPU [TD21a], an autonomous system requires a sharing of resources. To run in

parallel with the countless GPU-friendly techniques of today, CPU-friendly methods

are desirable. Thus, while our method is implemented in JAX [Bra+18], supporting

CPU and GPU backends, our focus is typically on CPU runtimes.

Lastly, in the era of deep learning, techniques which support gradient-based

optimization are desirable. Since our objects have an explicit algebraic form, gradients

are simple and easy to compute. Importantly, every pixel has a non-zero (if very

slight) relationship with each piece of geometry in the scene (even those behind the

camera!). This allows for gradient flow (up to machine precision), even when objects

start far from their initialization. While this can also true of large over-parmaterized

7



2. Fuzzy Metaballs: 3D Gaussians for Differentiable Rendering

implicit surfaces (such as NeRF [Mil+20a]), our representation is extremely compact

and each parameter has approximate geometric meaning.

2.2 Related Work

Early work in 3D shape representation focused on building volumes from partial

observations [Agi72] but most modern methods instead focus on surface representation.

Meshes, point clouds and surfels [Pfi+00] focus on representing the exterior of an

object. In contrast, our method works by representing volumes, and obtaining surface

samples is implicit; similar to recent work on implicit neural surfaces [Mil+20a].

Tetrahedral volumetric representations have also been proven useful for geometric

processing [Hu+18].

In using low-fidelity representations, our work is hardly unique. Often learning-

based methods settle for pseudorendering [LKL18] or even treating images as layers

of planar objects [TS20]. Settling for low fidelity contrasts sharply with a wide array

of differentiable renderers focused on accurate light transport, which are slower but

can simulate subtle phenomena [BLD20; Zha+20]. High-quality results can also be

obtained by using learning methods and dense voxel grids [Lom+19]. In psychology, it

has been shown that people can be primed to use a recognition pathway that focuses

on low-fidelity, blobby representations [SO94].

Differentiable Rendering has many recent works. OpenDR [LB14] demonstrated

pose updates for meshes representing humans. Neural Mesh Renderer [KUH17]

developed approximate gradients and used a differentiable renderer for a wide array

of tasks. SoftRasterizer [Liu+19] developed a subgradient function for meshes with

greatly improved gradient quality. Modular Primitives [Lai+20] demonstrated fast,

GPU-based differentiable rendering for meshes with texture mapping. Differentiable

Surface Splatting [Yif+19] developed a differentiable renderer for point clouds by

building upon existing rendering techniques [Zwi+01]. Conversion of point clouds

to volumes is also differentiable [ID18]. Pulsar [LZ21] uses spheres as the primary

primitive and focuses on GPU performance. PyTorch3D [Rav+20] implements

several of these techniques for mesh and point cloud rendering. Some methods exploit

sampling to be generic across object representation [Col+21]. Many methods integrate

with neural networks for specific tasks, such as obtaining better descriptors [Li+20]

8
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or predicting 3D object shape from a single images [Che+19; Tew+17].

The use of an algebraic surface representation, which came to be known as meta-

balls can be attributed to Blinn [Bli82]. These algebraic representations were well

studied in the 1980s and 1990s. These include the development of ray-tracing approx-

imations [Hec86; WMW86; WT90] and building metaball representations of depth

images [Mur91]. Non-differentiable rendering metaballs has many methods, involving

splatting [ALD06], data structures [Gou+10; SI12] or even a neural network [Hor19].

Metaballs, especially in our treatment of them, are related to the use of Gaussian

Mixture Models (GMMs) for surface representation. Our method could be considered

a differentiable renderer for GMMs. Gaussian Mixture Models as a shape repre-

sentation has some appeal to roboticists [OTM19; TOM18]. Methods developed to

render GMMs include search-based methods [SM20] and projection for occupancy

maps [OTM19]. Projection methods for GMMs have also found application in robot

pose estimation [Hua+20]. In the vision community, GMMs have been studied as a

shape representation [Eck+16] and used for pose estimation [EKK18; Eck+15]. In

the visual learning space, GMMs [Her+20], or their approximations [Gen+20] have

also been used.

Concurrent work also uses Gaussians for rendering. VoGE [Wan+23] uses existing

volume rendering techniques [Max95; Mil+20a]. Others use a DGT to build screen-

space Gaussians for point clouds [MWK22]. In contrast, our contribution is the

development of an approximate differentiable renderer that produces fast & robust

results.

2.3 Fuzzy Metaballs

Our proposed object representation, dubbed Fuzzy Metaballs, is an algebraic, implicit

surface representation. Implicit surfaces are an object representations where the

surface is represented as

F (x, y, z) = 0. (2.1)

While some methods parameterize F with neural networks [Mil+20a], Blinn’s
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algebraic surfaces [Bli82], also known as blobby models or metaballs, are defined by

F (x, y, z) =
∑
i

λiP (x, y, z)− T, (2.2)

where P (x, y, z) is some geometric component and T is a threshold for sufficient

density. While Blinn used isotropic Gaussians (hence balls), in our case, we use

general multidimensional Gaussians that form ellipsoids:

P (x⃗) = |Σ|−
1
2 exp

(
−1

2
(x⃗− µ)TΣ−1(x⃗− µ)

)
. (2.3)

In contrast to classic metaballs, we relax the restriction on T being a hard

threshold set by the user and instead develop a ray-tracing formulation for Gaussians

which implicitly defines the surface; hence fuzzy metaballs. To achieve this, we

develop two components: a way of defining intersections between Gaussians and

rays (Section 2.4.1), and a way of combining intersections across all Gaussians

(Section 2.4.2). In our definition, all rays always intersect all Gaussians, leading to

smooth gradients. The fuzzy surface locations are not viewpoint invariant.

Our implementation is in JAX [Bra+18], enabling CPU and GPU acceleration

as well as automatic backpropogation. The rendering function that takes camera

pose, camera rays and geometry is 60 lines of code. To enable constraint-free

backpropogation, we parameterize Σ−1 with its Cholesky decomposition: a lower

triangular matrix with positive diagonal components. We ensure that the diagonal

elements are positive and at least 10−6. The determinant is directly computed from

a product of the diagonal of L. When analyzing ray intersections, one can omit

the |Σ|− 1
2 term as maximizing requires only the quadratic form. For example, x⃗ is

replaced with a ray intersection of v⃗t with v⃗ ∈ R3 and t ∈ R:

s(vt) = (vt− µ)TΣ−1(vt− µ), (2.4)

giving a Mahlanobis distnance [Mah36] that is invariant to object scale and allows us

to use constant hyperparameters, irrespective of object distance. Using probabilities

would be scale-sensitive as equivalent Gaussians that are further are also larger and

would have smaller likelihoods at the same points.
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To produce an alpha-mask, we simply have two hyperparameters for scale and

offset and use a standard sigmoid function:

α = σ

(
β4

[∑
i

λi exp(−
1

2
s(vt))

]
+ β5

)
. (2.5)

2.4 Approximate Differentiable Rendering

Instead of using existing rendering methods, we develop an approximate renderer that

produces smooth, high-quality gradients. While inexact, our formulation enables fast

and robust differentiable rendering usable in an analysis by synthesis pipeline [Bel+61].

We split the process into two steps: intersecting each component independently in

Section 2.4.1 and combining those results smoothly in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 Intersecting Gaussians

What does it mean to have a particular intersection of a ray with a Gaussian? We

propose three methods. The linear method is where the ray intersects the Gaussian

at the point of highest probability. Maximizing Eq. (2.4) is solved by

t =
µTΣ−1v

vTΣ−1v
. (2.6)

An alternative view is a volume model, intersecting at the maximum magnitude

of the gradient of the Gaussian:

||∇p(tv)||2= P (tv)2(tv − µ)TΣ−1Σ−1(tv − µ). (2.7)

Obtaining the gradient of Eq. (2.7) and setting it equal to zero leads to a cubic

equation, hence the cubic method. Defining m = Σµ and r = Σv leads to:

0 = −t3(rT r)(vT r)

+t2
[
(mT r + rTm)(vT r) + (rT r)(vTm)

]
−t
[
(mTm)(vT r) + (mT r + rTm)(vTm)− rT r

]
+(mTm)(vTm)− rTm.
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Linear Quadratic Cubic

Figure 2.2: Two dimensional version of our approximate renderer with camera rays
cast from the center left. Three components are shown by their contour maps and
their intersections with dots. The blended results are shown with red rays.

While standard formulas exist for the cubic, the higher order polynomial all-but-

ensures that numerical issues will arise. We implement a numerically stable solver for

the cubic [Bli07]. However, even the numerically stable version produces problematic

pixels in 32bit floating point. Errors at a rate of about 1 in 1,000 produce NaNs and

make backpropagation impossible.

The quadratic method approximates the cubic by intersecting the Gaussian at the

one standard deviation ellipsoid. Clipping the inside of square roots to be non-negative

leads to reasonable results when the ray misses the ellipsoid.

t2vTΣ−1v − 2tvTΣ−1µ+ µTΣ−1µ = 1

a = vTΣ−1v b = −2vTΣ−1µ c = µTΣ−1µ− 1

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate all three methods. The linear method produces

smooth surfaces and the quadratic surface shows the individual ellipsoids protruding

from the surface of the object and the cubic shows artifacts.

In 3D evaluation on objects, for a forward pass, the linear method is the fastest,

the quadratic method takes 50% longer and the cubic method takes twice as long as

the linear method. The quadratic method has the lowest errors in depth and mask

errors. However, due to its stability, in all evaluation outside this section, we use the

linear method.
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depth (14)
mask (28)errors: 

Linear

depth (12)
mask (28)errors: 

Quadratic

depth (13)
mask (31)errors: 

Cubic

Figure 2.3: Visual examples of normal maps from different methods of ray intersection,
along with the respective mask and depth errors. See Section 2.4.1 for details

2.4.2 Blending intersections

We present a particular solution to the hidden-surface problem [SSS74]. Our method is

related to prior work on Order Independent Transparency (OIT) [End+10; MB13] but

extended to 3D objects with opaque surfaces. We combine each pixel’s ray-Gaussian

intersections with a weighted average

tf =
1∑
i wi

∑
i

witi. (2.8)

The weights are an exponential function with two hyperparameters β1 and β2

balancing high-quality hits versus hits closer closer to the camera:

wi = exp

(
β1s(vti)h(ti)−

β2

η
ti

)
. (2.9)

We include a term (η) for the rough scale of the object. This, along with use of

Eq. (2.4) allows our rendering to be invariant to object scale. We also include an

extra term to down-weight results of intersections behind the camera with a simple

sigmoid function:

h(t) = σ

(
β3

η
t

)
. (2.10)

Our blending solution requires only O(N) evaluations of Gaussians for each ray.
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2.4.3 Obtaining Fuzzy Metaballs

A representation can be limited in utility by how easily one can convert to it. We pro-

pose that, unlike classic Metaballs, Fuzzy Metaballs have reasonably straightforward

methods for conversion from other formats.

Since we’ve developed a differentiable renderer, one can optimize a Fuzzy Metaball

representation from a set of images. One could use several different losses, but

experiments with silhouettes are described in Section 2.7.2.

If one has a mesh, the mathematical relationship of Fuzzy Metaballs and Gaussian

Mixture Models can be exploited by fitting a GMMwith Expectation-Maximization [DLR77].

With Fuzzy Metaballs being between a surface and volume representation, there

are two forms of GMM one could fit. The first is a surface GMM (sGMM) as used

by many authors [Eck+16; KH19; TOM18], where a GMM is fit to points sampled

from the surface of the object. The second is to build a volumetric GMM (vGMM).

To build a vGMM, one takes a watertight mesh [KBH06], and samples points from

the interior of the object. Fitting a GMM to these interior points is what we call

a volumetric GMM. Both representations can then further be optimized using the

differentiable renderer. Our experiments show that both forms of GMM initialization

work well, but we use vGMMs in our experiments.

Extraction is also straightforward. Point clouds can easily be sampled from our

proper probability distributions. Extracting a mesh is possible by running marching

cubes [LC87] with an optimized iso-surface level. Details in Section 2.15.

2.5 Data

We use ten models for evaluation: five from the Stanford Model Repository [Lev+05]

(arma, buddha, dragon, lucy, bunny), three from Thingi10K [ZJ16] (gear, eiffel,

rebel) and two from prior rendering literature (yoga, plane). All ten are used for

reconstruction, and seven are used for pose estimation. We selected objects with

different scales, genus, and variety in features. We choose 40 component FMs based

on prior literature suggesting 20 to 60 GMMs for object representation [EKK18].
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Table 2.1: Runtimes in milliseconds with µ±σ for rendering images and performing
gradient updates in pose estimation with comparable fidelity (Section 2.6). CPU
performance may be a fairer comparison as our method is 60 lines of JAX [Bra+18]
code and lacks a custom CUDA kernel. CUDA numbers use 160 x 120 images on a
Quadro P2000, while CPU use 80 x 60 images on an i5-7287U.

Method Forward
CUDA

Backwards
CUDA

Forward
CPU

Backwards
CPU

Point Cloud [Rav+20] 12.1± 0.5 23.4± 0.5 18.0± 1.0 23.8± 4.0
Pulsar [LZ21] 7.8± 0.3 11.2± 0.4 16.4± 1.4 63.6± 7.9
SoftRas Mesh [Liu+19;
Rav+20]

17.0± 0.4 27.2± 0.5 21.5± 2.0 384.7± 93.8

Fuzzy Metaballs 3.0 ± 0.2 9.6 ± 0.5 3.0 ± 0.15 13.2 ± 1.4

2.6 Comparing Representations

Fairly comparing object representations requires some notion of what to hold constant.

As the parameter counts of each representation increase, so do their representational

ability. It would be unfair to compare a million point point-cloud against a 100 face

triangle mesh. Since our goal is utility in vision tasks, our definition of fidelity will

also be task-centric.

In this case, our metric of fidelity will be a representation’s perturbation sensitivity.

We define this as the pose error obtained when optimizing an object’s camera pose

given a depth map, when the optimization process was initialized with ground truth

camera pose. The given depth map is of the full representation object, but the methods

are evaluated using lower fidelity versions, leading to perturbations of optimal pose

and our fidelity metric. Pose errors are reported using the geometric mean of rotation

error and translation error.

Results of our fidelity experiments can be seen in Fig. 2.4. We evaluate point clouds

and meshes using a standard Iterative Closest Point (ICP) method [ZPK18], with the

point clouds randomly subsampled and the meshes undergoing decimation [GH97]. We

also use PyTorch3D [Rav+20], a differential mesh renderer, and obtain its perturbation

curve. These experiments are conditional on an experimental setup and methods

used, and thus these results may change under different conditions.
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Figure 2.4: Perturbation sensitivity is the average error in pose when registration
is performed with ground truth pose as initialization. See Section 2.6 for details.
The underlying ground truth is a decimated mesh, so only the mesh representation
approaches exactly zero error while other asymptote at a higher mark.

In our experiments, a 40 component Fuzzy Metaball (the size we throughout

across this chapter) produces a pose uncertainty equivalent to a 470 point point cloud

(roughly triple the parameter count of a fuzzy metaball) and 85 vertex, 170 triangle

mesh (roughly twice the parameter count). These are the sizes use throughout the

rest of the chapter, in our attempt to keep comparisons fair.

2.7 Experiments

For comparison against other Differentiable Renderers, we use the methods im-

plemented in PyTorch3D [Rav+20], which has a wide variety of techniques with

well-optimized routines. The mesh rendering method is an implementation of the

SoftRasterizer [Liu+19]. For point clouds, PyTorch3D cites Direct Surface Splat-

ting [Yif+19], while also implementing the recent Pulsar [LZ21].

With the fidelity of different object representations normalized out (Section 2.6), we

can compare the runtime performance in a fair way, with times shown in in Table 2.1.

On the CPU, where comparisons are more equal (due to lacking a custom CUDA
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kernel), our renderer is 5 times faster for a forward pass, and significantly faster

(30x) for a backwards pass compared to the mesh rendering methods. The point

cloud renderer is more comparable in runtime to ours but need a pre-specified point

size, often producing images with lots of holes (when points are too small) or a poor

silhouette (when points are too big).

To the demonstrate the ability our differentiable renderer to solve classic computer

vision tasks, we look at pose estimation (Section 2.7.1) and 3D reconstruction from

silhouettes (Section 2.7.2). Our renderer is a function that takes camera pose and

geometry, and produces images. It seems natural to take images and evaluate how

well either camera pose or geometry can be reconstructed, when the other is given.

All five hyperparameters for our rendering algorithm (β1,2,3,4,5) were held constant

throughout all experiments.

Since pose estimation and shape from silhouette (SFS) are classic computer vision

problems, there are countless methods for both tasks. We do not claim to be the

best solution to these problems, as there are many methods specifically designed

for these tasks under a variety of conditions. Instead, we seek to demonstrate how

our approximate differentiable renderer is comparable in quality to typical solutions,

using only gradient descent, without any regularization.

2.7.1 Pose Estimation

Many differential renderers show qualitative results of pose estimation [Liu+19;

Yif+19]. We instead perform quantitative results over our library of models rendered

from random viewpoints. Methods are given a perturbed camera pose (±45◦ rotation

and a random translation up to 50% of model scale) and the ground truth depth

image from the original pose. The methods are evaluated by their ability to recover

the original pose from minimizing image-based errors. The resulting pose is evaluated

for rotation error and translation error. We quantify the score for a model as the

geometric mean of the two errors. All methods are tested on the same random

viewpoints and with the same random perturbations.

For Fuzzy Metaballs, we establish projective correspondence [RL01] and optimize
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Table 2.2: Pose Estimation Results. Pose Errors are reported with a geometric
mean of rotation and translation error. The reported numbers are mean± IQR. We
report results clean data and data with simulated depth and silhouette noise.

Parameters Noise-Free Error Noisy Error

Initialization 20.2 ± 18 20.2 ± 18

Pulsar [LZ21] 1,200 20.2 ± 18 20.2 ± 18
Point Cloud [Rav+20] 1,200 18.5 ± 16 18.4 ± 16
SoftRas Mesh [Liu+19] 750 14.9 ± 15 17.0 ± 17

Equal Fidelity ICP
(Plane) [ZPK18]

1,200 10.8 ± 12 8.2 ± 3.3

Equal Fidelity ICP
(Point) [ZPK18]

1,200 7.6 ± 9.9 8.7 ± 6.6

High Fidelity ICP
(Plane) [ZPK18]

120,000 8.2 ± 0.8 8.0 ± 3.6

High Fidelity ICP
(Point) [ZPK18]

120,000 6.2 ± 3.7 6.8 ± 3.3

Fuzzy Metaballs 400 4.0 ± 1.5 4.2 ± 2.1

silhouette cross-entropy loss averaged over all pixels:

CE(α, α̂) = α log(α̂) + (1− α) log(1− α̂). (2.11)

Estimated alpha is clipped to [10−6, 1− 10−6] to avoid infinite error. We also evaluate

with an additional depth loss of MSE(z, ẑ) where |z| normalizes the errors to be

invariant to object scale and comparable in magnitude to CE(α, α̂).

MSE(z, ẑ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(z − ẑ)

|z|

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2.12)

There is a subtle caveat in the gradients of Fuzzy Metaballs. The gradient of the

translation scales by the inverse of model scale.. We correct for this by scaling the

gradients by η2. Alternatively one could scale the input data to always be of some

canonical scale [YLJ13]. To maintain scale invariance, we limit our use of adaptive

learning rate methods to SGD with Momentum.

We provide point cloud ICP results for point-to-point and point-to-plane meth-
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Figure 2.5: Noisy Pose Estimation Dashed lines are averages for the method,
while the black diamonds show the average for that method and model. Here Fuzzy
Metaballs win in all statistical measures, typically by a factor of ≈ 2.

ods [RL01] as implemented by Open3D [ZPK18]. For the differentiable rendering

experiments, we use PyTorch3D [Rav+20] and tune its settings (Section 2.14). All

differentiable rendering methods use the same loss, learning rate decay criteria and

are run until the loss stops reliably decreasing.

Pose Estimation Results

Overall results are found in Table 2.2 and a more detailed breakdown in Fig. 2.5.

All methods sometimes struggle to find the correct local minima in this testing setup.

Prior differentiable renderers significantly under-performed classic baselines like ICP,

while our approximate renderer even outperforms the ICP baselines under realistic

settings with synthetic noise.

ICP on noise-free data had bimodal results: it typically either recovered the

correct pose to near machine precision or it fell into the wrong local minima. Despite

having a higher mean error, ICP’s median errors on noise-free data were 1
10

of Fuzzy

Metaballs (FMs). With noisy data, this bimodal distribution disappears and Fuzzy

Metaballs outperform on all tested statistical measures. FMs even outperformed ICP

with high-fidelity point clouds, suggesting a difference in method not just fidelity.

This may be due to our inclusion of a silhouette loss, the benefits of projective

correspondence over the nearest neighbors used by this ICP variant [ZPK18] or the

strengths of visual loss over geometric loss [Tri+00].
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2.7.2 3D Reconstruction

Reconstruction experiments are common in the differential rendering literature [LZ21;

Yif+19]. However, instead of optimizing with annotations of color [Lai+20] or

normals [Yif+19], we instead only optimize only over silhouettes, as in the classic

Shape From Silhouette (SFS) [CBK05]. Unlike many prior examples in the literature,

which require fine-tuning of several regularization losses [Rav+20; Yif+19], we use no

regularization in our experiments and can keep constant settings for all objects.

We initialize with a sphere (isosphere for meshes, an isotropic Gaussian of points

for point clouds and a small blobby sphere for Fuzzy Metaballs). Given a set of

silhouette images and their camera poses, we then optimize silhouette loss for the

object. In our experiments, we use 64 x 64 pixel images and have 32 views. For

these experiments, we resize all models to a canonical scale and use the Adam [KB15]

optimizer. For baseline hyperparameters, we use the PyTorch3D settings with minimal

modification. For SoftRas, we use a twice subdivided icosphere. For NeRF [Mil+20a],

we use a two layer MLP with 30 harmonic function embedding with 128 hidden

dimension and the same early exit strategy as FMs.

Inspired by artifacts seen in real videos (Fig. 2.9), we produce a noisy silhouette

dataset where training data had 1
8
of each silhouette under-segmented (Fig. 2.8) in

16 of 32 images by clustering silhouette coordinates [Scu10a] and removing a cluster.

Figure 2.6: Shape from Silhouette (SFS) reconstructions. On the left is a 40
component Fuzzy Metaball result and the right is the mesh ground-truth of about
2,500 faces, both colored by depth maps.

Shape From Silhouette Results

We show qualitative reconstructions from Fuzzy Metaballs (Fig. 2.6), along with

quantitative results against baselines (Table 2.3) and some example reconstructions
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Table 2.3: Shape from Silhouette reconstruction fidelity as measured by cross-
entropy silhouette loss on 32 novel viewpoints for each of 10 sample models. Runtimes
were the average per model and performed on CPU. Results show µ± σ.

Time (s) Noise-Free Recon.
Error

Noisy Recon.
Error

Voxel Carving [MA83;
ZPK18]

82 0.31 ± 0.100 1.119± 0.367

PyTorch3D Point
[Rav+20]

185 0.075 ± 0.066 0.100± 0.079

PyTorch3D Mesh
[Liu+19]

3008 0.062 ± 0.049 0.072± 0.051

NeRF [Mil+20a] 7406 0.032 ± 0.022 0.062 ± 0.063

Fuzzy Metaballs 68 0.040 ± 0.015 0.055 ± 0.016

from all methods (Fig. 2.8).

Overall, we found that our method was significantly faster than the other differen-

tiable renderers, while producing the best results in the case of noisy reconstructions.

Classic voxel carving [MA83] with a 3843 volume was reasonably fast, but the 32

views of low resolution images didn’t produce extremely sharp contours (Fig. 2.24).

With under-segmentation noise, voxel carving fails completely while the differentiable

renderers reasonably reconstruct all models.

Among the differentiable renders, we can see how the mesh-based approach

struggles to change genus from a sphere to the Eiffel tower. The point cloud ren-

derer lacks the correct gradients to successfully pull spurious points into the model.

NeRF [Mil+20a] performs reasonably well in shape from silhouette, even with spurious

masks. In fact, it was the best performer for noise-free data, and in a majority of the

reconstructions in noisy data (its mean performance was hurt by results on eiffel

and lucy with long thin surfaces). NeRF is a sophisticated model with many settings,

and it may have a configuration where it successfully reconstructs all the models, but

due to its dense volumetric rendering and use of an MLP, it is 100x slower than our

low degree of freedom representation.
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Figure 2.7: Shape from Silhouette steps Top row shows synthetic data with recon-
structed depth. Bottom row shows reconstructed masks for a CO3D video [Rei+21].

Ground Truth
Included
Removed

Voxel Carve PyT3D Points SoftRas Mesh NeRF Fuzzy Metaballs

Ground Truth
Included
Removed

Voxel Carve PyT3D Points SoftRas Mesh NeRF Fuzzy Metaballs

Figure 2.8: Shape from Silhouette Results with simulated under-segmentation.

2.8 Discussion

The focus of our approximate differentiable rendering method has been on shape.

While it is possible to add per-component colors to Fuzzy Metaballs (Fig. 2.20), that

has not been the focus of our experiments. Focusing on shape allows us to circumvent

modeling high-frequency color textures, as well as ignoring lighting computations.

This shape-based approach can use data from modern segmentation methods [He+17]

and depth sensors [Kes+17]. Low-degree of freedom models have a natural robustness

and implicit regularization that allows for recovery from significant artifacts present

in real systems. For example, Fig. 2.9 shows robust recovery from real over/under-

segmentation artifacts in video sequences.

Our approximate approach to rendering by using OIT-like methods creates a
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trade-off. The downside is that small artifacts can be observed since the method

coarsely approximates correct image formation. The benefits are good gradients,

speed & robustness, all of which produce utility in vision tasks.

Compared to prior work [LZ21; Liu+19], our results do not focus on the same

areas of differentiable rendering. Unlike other work, we do not perform GPU-centric

optimizations [Lai+20]. Additionally, prior work focuses on producing high-fidelity

color images (and using them for optimization). Unlike prior work, we benchmark

our method across a family of objects and report quantitative results against classic

baselines. Unlike some popular implicit surface methods such as the NeRF [Mil+20a]

family, our object representation is low degree of freedom, quick to optimize from

scratch, and all the parameters are interpretable with geometric meaning.

While our experiments focus on classic computer vision tasks such as pose esti-

mation or shape from silhouette, the value of efficiently rendering interpretable, low

degree of freedom models may have the biggest impact outside of classic computer

vision contexts. For example, in scientific imaging it is often impossible to obtain high-

quality observations since the sensors are limited. For example, in non-light-of-sight

imaging [TSG19], sonar reconstruction [WGK20], lightcurve inversion [KT01] and

CryoEM [BPF15; Zho+21]. In all these contexts, getting good imaging information

is extremely hard and low degree of freedom models could be desirable.

2.9 Conclusion

Approximate differentiable rendering with algebraic surfaces enables fast analysis-by-

synthesis pipelines for vision tasks which focus on shapes, such as pose estimation

and shape from silhouette. For both tasks, we show results with realistic, simulated

noise. The robustness of our approach enables it to runs naturally on silhouettes

extracted from real video sequences without any regularization. Whereas classic

methods can struggle once noise is introduced, differentiable renderers naturally

recovery by using stochastic optimization techniques. By using gradient-based opti-

mization, differentiable rendering techniques provide a robust solution to classic vision

problems. Fuzzy Metaballs can enable low-latency differential rendering on CPUs.

Our formulation connects algebraic surfaces [Bli82] used in graphics with Gaussian

Mixture Models [Eck+16] used in vision. These provide a compact, interpretable
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representation for shape with many uses.

2.10 Video Results

Here we describe additional details about the experiment shown in Fig. 9 of the

main chapter. Concerning the differentiable renderer: the method, settings and

hyperparameters are identical to those in Fig. 7 and 8 and Section 5.3. We simply

run the method on different input.

We collected a 14 second video with a Samsung S9 cell phone at 1280 x 720

resolution at 30 Hz. The video contains motion blur, auto-exposure, and clearly

visible video compression artifacts, making it unsuitable for some reconstruction

methods. We sub-sampled the video down to 6Hz and ran Mask RCNN [He+17]

from Detectron2 [Wu+19] with the pre-trained weights COCO-InstanceSegmentation

/mask rcnn R 50 FPN 3x.yaml to detect objects. In our case, the object was de-

tected as part of the teddy bear class, with about 55 viable frames. We ran

COLMAP [Sch+16] to obtain camera poses for those frames, where COLMAP

successfully returned 36 frames with valid camera poses. We ran our SFS pipeline at

160 x 90 resolution to obtain the results shown. Visual examples from this pipeline

are shown in Fig. 2.10. All the methods used their default settings; there was no

parameter tuning involved.

2.10.1 Video Result Analysis

The trajectory shown here only covers about half of the object from a roughly constant

elevation. Complicating the reconstruction is that the camera poses are imperfect

due to estimation and unmodeled camera distortion. Much more significant is that

the Mask RCNN silhouettes used for reconstruction are often extremely under or over

segmented.

Despite these issues in the ”ground truth” used for optimization, the low degree of

freedom of Fuzzy Metaballs allows the model to reasonably recover from the massive

artifacts. While the results in this chapter typically show the default 50% threshold,

to recover some areas, we have to lower our α threshold to 10%.
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(a) Depth and silhouette from a shape-from-silhouette reconstruction.

(b) Recovering from undersegmentation in the ground truth masks. While a 50%
threshold does a good job recovering the head, better recovery can be shown with a 10%
threshold, also recovering the leg.

(c) Recovering from oversegmentation in ground truth masks. Even the α = 10%
threshold only leads to minor over-segmentation in the mask, suggesting a setting that be
appropriate in general.

Figure 2.9: Shape from silhouette reconstruction on natural images from a
handheld cell phone video, using COLMAP [Sch+16] and Mask RCNN [He+17] for
automatic camera poses and silhouettes. The low degree of freedom leads to natural
regularization and recovery from errors in ground truth.
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(a) Mask RCNN output for valid frame (b) COLMAP estimate of camera poses

(c) All 36 frames used for SFS (d) SFS initialization

(e) Mask RCNN Silhouettes (f) SFS Mask Results

Figure 2.10: Video-based SFS reconstruction
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2.11 Hyper-parameters

Our proposed method has 5 hyper-parameters described in this chapter. Briefly,

β1 prioritizes close hits, β2 prioritizes hits closer to the camera, β3 prioritizes hits

in front of the camera, and β4 and β5 serve as a scale and offset to generate alpha

masks. Since our system is fully algebraic, it is possible to perform gradient descent

into these hyper-parameters (and the functional form of JAX naturally returns their

gradients), but this was not done.

Instead, we optimized them for depth and alpha mask accuracy over a small

simulated dataset of the Stanford bunny using standard black-box optimization

techniques [Han16; HAB19; LH16] before running most of our experiments. We found

that the ray-based renderer led to similar optimal hyperparameters across multiple

tested resolutions, across a wide range of mixture components, and across our linear,

quadratic and cubic methods of intersection computation.

2.12 Exclusion of gear model

The gearmodel was selected because of its interesting geometry from Thingi10k [ZJ16].

However, for pose estimation, we exclude its results from the overall average due

to symmetry. Our poses are generated with rotations of uniform axis and angle

uniformly between -45 and 45 degrees (uniform-axis random spin [Sta14]). The gear

model however has 15 teeth and a rotational symmetry of 24 degrees when viewed

from one side, as seen in Fig. 2.11. This can sometimes produce pose errors with no

real geometric error.

The model itself is not symmetric, with 15 gears and a back face with 180 degree

symmetry. But with a single view, our testing conditions can generate poses which

are geometrically correct but produce pose errors. The other model with symmetry,

eiffel, only has 90 degree symmetry and our testing conditions place all random

poses in the same local minima.

We don’t use the yoga or plane models for pose estimation as we only latter

added them for the reconstruction experiments. Both models originate from prior

differentiable rendering uses in reconstruction [Liu+19; Yif+19].
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2.13 Pose Estimation Details

We include noise-free results the same seed as the noisy results earlier in this chapter.

Summary plots are shown in Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.5. In the noise-free case, we find that

Point-to-Point ICP works better. With noise, Point-to-Plane ICP methods perform

better.

2.13.1 Noise Free

As described above, when ICP methods perform well, they perform extremely well,

an order of magnitude better than the differentiable renderers (see the log-scale plot),

to fractions of a degree since they have high resolution samples. However, sometimes

ICP finds poor local minima and on average our method performs better, even when

ICP has a dense point cloud. Despite having a better mean, Fuzzy Metaballs (FM)

have a median error that is 8 times higher and a 25th percentile error that is 10 times

higher. The increase in robustness from FM is demonstrated in lower 75th percentile

errors.

2.13.2 Noisy Depth Images

With synthetic noise, both differentiable renderer methods are barely affected, while

the ICP results see a large degradation in peak performance. Under this experimental

condition, Fuzzy Metaballs have the lowest mean, median, 25th and 75th percentile

errors (typically by a factor of 2 compared to ICP).

Interestingly, some of the worst case performance of the ICP methods disappears

(lower q3 measurements) when noise is added. We hypothesize that this occurs due to

a form of symmetry breaking that helps avoid singularities and bad correspondences.

Fuzzy Metaballs, being a low fidelity model, experience nearly no degradation in

performance when noise is added to depth images.
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true pose 0.07

final pose 0.06init pose 0.56

ground truth

Figure 2.11: Gear Results with Fuzzy Metaballs Final pose describes the final
pose after gradient-based pose optimization, while true pose is rendered view from
the ground truth pose. Ground truth is the Blender-generated depth map of the
full-fidelity model. The final pose shown here has a rotational error of 23.9 degrees.
However, the gear has 15 teeth and hence a 24.0 degree symmetry.
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Figure 2.12: Noise Free Pose Estimation Linear scale plot above and log-scale
below. Dashed lines are averages for the method, while the black diamonds show
the average for that method and model. Statistics for each method are listed. gear
model is excluded from statistics.
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Figure 2.13: Noisy Pose Estimation Identical visualization to Fig. 2.12. Linear
scale figure is identical to that shown earlier.
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Figure 2.14: PyTorch3D baseline convergence curves using different hyperpa-
rameters for pose estimation. All curves produce roughly equivalent pose errors,
significantly worse than FM or ICP.

2.14 SoftRasterizer performance

One might wonder about why our baseline of PyTorch3D, implementing SoftRas [Liu+19],

performs so poorly in the pose estimation experiments. Prior work on differentiable

rendering [Liu+19; LZ21; Yif+19] demonstrates their pose optimization experiments

with mostly single, visual examples. These often use color images, and provide no

baselines results from standard methods. Quantitative results in SoftRas [Liu+19]

examined solving for rotation uncertainty in images of a colored cube and their

resulting rotation errors averaged over 60 degrees. It is perhaps not surprising that

our pose estimation experiments, featuring a family of models, simultaneous rotation

and translation, while optimizing only depth and silhouettes, might challenging these

methods.

We used the hyperparameters from the current PyTorch 3D [Rav+20] Camera
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position optimization sample. We tuned learning rates to behave well with our depth

+ silhouette loss function, and followed an automatic learning rate schedule [Kin18].

As can be seen in Fig. 2.15, the pose optimization performs reasonably well in reducing

image errors. However, the optimized pose still demonstrates visual errors compared

to the ground truth pose. Even worse, the optimization perturbs the pose in such

a way that the pose error at the end of optimization (16 degrees and 15%) is worse

than the pose errors at the perturbed initialization (12 degrees and 8%), despite the

significant reduction in loss.

To check if the hyper-parameters from the PyTorch3D sample was a poor fit, we

searched for settings which produced good pose estimation for a single frame. We

used CMA-ES [Han16; HAB19], a fairly common black box method [LH16]. This

type of task-specific hyper-parameter optimization was never performed for our

Fuzzy Metaballs experiments. We only performed these experiments on an existing

baseline to examine how good it might perform in the best case. Convergence curves

can be seen in Fig. 2.14.

All our manual tweaking of PyTorch3D hyper-parameters produced comparable

configurations (17-18 degrees of rotation, 15-16 percent translation). The automated

optimization found a setting which produced 16 degrees of rotation error and 9

percent of translation error, still worse than the perturbed initialization. However,

these settings used a very high learning rate that proved unstable with other frames.

Lowering to learning rate resulted in settings with a negligible improvement (2%) to

our initial settings. These tests suggest our initial hyper-parameter choices were a

reasonably good setting for the baseline method.

Further parameter search with a constraint on learning rate failed to find parame-

ters significantly improved from the defaults. Optimization was over 8 parameters:

σ, γ, blurring radius for both depth and silhouette, faces per pixel, learning rate, and

multipliers for depth and silhouette loss.

The results of the PyTorch3D pose optimization, when fed into the Fuzzy Metaballs

renderer suggest these implementations are coherent– the FM optimization run on

the same original pose perturbation and model produces a 0.5 degree error and 1.5%

pose translation error, while even noisy point-to-point ICP gets a 2.6 degree and 4.3%

translation error.

Both the Fuzzy Metaballs and PyTorch3D optimization use an axis-angle, 3
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Figure 2.15: PyTorch3D baseline Visualization of errors seen with pose optimization.
Initial is an example pose perturbation of the arma model. Final is the result after
pose optimization, and true is the result of the ground truth pose. Silhouette error
is in percent of pixels that are wrong, while depth error is in average relative depth
error. Optimization leads to a reasonable decrease in both.

parameter rotation estimation. These is some evidence suggesting PyTorch Autograd

for SO(3) might be unstable at times in its native form [TD21b]. Lastly, we suspect

that the same scale invariance issues we address in Section 2.7.1 may exist for the

PyTorch3D baselines. SFS experiments were performed on objects of roughly unit

scale to mitigate this potential issue.

2.14.1 Pulsar performance

Our attempts to test a recent differentiable renderer, Pulsar, found it performed

very poorly. Not only are there software bugs with the latest PyTorch3D at the

time of writing (0.6.1) where the code clobbers camera data-structures and requires

re-creating them with every call to the render function, but the pose estimation

results were very poor.

We used the same settings as the Point Cloud Differentiable Renderer baseline we

tested, which provided fair results and produced visually similar outputs. Compared

to our base learning rate, reducing it by a factor of two led to flat loss. Increasing it
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by a factor of two led to divergence and NaNs.

2.15 Exporting Fuzzy Metaballs

We experiment with exporting fuzzy metaballs as a mesh by running marching

cubes [LC87]. To find an ideal isosurface level, we run optimization to ensure that

the centroids of the voxels match the silhouettes over a sample set of views. This

leads to results like those in Fig. 2.16.

Figure 2.16: Mesh extracted from a 40 mixture fuzzy metaball using marching cubes

2.16 Fuzzy Metaballs as Surface or Volume

GMMs

To understand what classical formulation best matches Fuzzy Metaballs, we try

optimizing models with different initializations. We start with both sphere and EM-fit

GMM initializations, with surface and volume versions of both. Quantitative results

averaged across all 10 models are shown in Fig. 2.19. Qualitative results for the Yoga

model are shown in Fig. 2.23.

At low mixture numbers, Fuzzy Metaballs perform more like a volume GMM,

while at high mixture numbers, surface GMMs work better. Often using a GMM

as a FM model will produce reasonable results. We use constant hyperparameters

from our 40 mixture tuning, and perhaps the out-of-the-box vGMM rendering could
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(a) 40 component Fuzzy
Metaballs (400 params)

(b) 170 face, 85 vertex Mesh
(810 params)

(c) 430 Points recon-
structed [KBH06] (1290
params)

Figure 2.17: Equivalent representations visualized, per the experiments in the chapter.

improve by adding proper scaling with component number. Finally, all initializations

respond very well to optimization, and optimized sphere-initialized models always

outperform the models fit with solely with EM.

The Fuzzy Metaballs improve with more components across our entire range of

testing. This suggests the asymptotic behavior seen in the Comparing Represen-

tations section is due to experimental factors of those experiments, and not the

representation itself. This is somewhat expected as those experiments use the mesh

representation as ground truth and all other formats are sampled.

Lastly, we can see that the fitting process produces no over-fitting as novel and

training frames have identical behavior in Fig. 2.22.
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(a) Visualizing normal maps while sweeping β1 and β2 demonstrates smoothing.

(b) Sweeping β4 and β5 controls the sharpness and extent of the alpha masks.

Figure 2.18: Hyperparameter visualization
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Figure 2.19: Optimizing Fuzzy Metaballs from different initializations.

Probability blend Intersection blend Reference

Figure 2.20: Rendering Fuzzy Metaball color images of a snakeboard [KCD09] with
two forms of blending: one behaves more like a volume where the wheels of the
object can be seen, while the other behaves more like a surface with proper occlusion.
Shown is a 40 component vGMM with a single color per component. Cartoon-like
appearance is from exclusively using ambient lighting.

Original =5% noise Masked Pixels Noisy Image

Figure 2.21: Synthetic noise generation. Gaussian noise is combined with per-
turbed silhouettes (red pixels are added, blue are removed).
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Figure 2.22: Optimizing Fuzzy Metaballs from a sphere to a shape. Losses are given
for training frames and novel viewpoints, showing no significant difference.
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(a) Sphere Initialization

(b) GMM Initializations

Figure 2.23: Visual examples of Fuzzy Metaballs at different component numbers,
for different initializations, before and after optimization. All images are 60 by 80
pixels and show depth with color coding. Here, unlike the rest of the chapter, colors
are scaled for maximum contrast, not consistency between images. GT is the ground
truth depth map from the mesh rendered by Blender.
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Figure 2.24: Shape from Silhouette Results. The mesh-based representation
cannot change genus from a deformed sphere into the eiffel tower. The point cloud
method leaves spurious points. The classic Voxel Carving method is not that precise
with 3843 volume but only 32 views of low resolution 64 x 64 images.
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Figure 2.25: Shape from Silhouette Noisy Results where 16 of the 32 input
views had one eight of the silhouette under-segmented.
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Chapter 3

Flexible Uses of 3D Gaussians

In this chapter, we simplify and extend the techniques of Chapter 2, and our presen-

tation is largely similar to a conference manuscript of this material [KH23b].

Here, we produce useful extensions for 3D Gaussians used in shape reconstruction

(removing unneeded parameters, introducing optical flow loss, and comparing sorted

and sort-free rendering approaches). Additionally, we show how to export colored

meshes and robustly re-parameterize Gaussians to add detail and remove low impact

Gaussians.

While our earlier chapter introduced 3D Gaussians for differentiable rendering to

the literature, we also discuss connections with follow-up work that occurred since

our initial publication. A year after our publication, 3D Gaussian Splatting [Ker+23]

built a faster rasterizer for 3D Gaussians, enabling larger scale experiments and

showing NeRF [Mil+20a] levels of fidelity. We show that FM and 3DGS are capable

of rendering the same underlying 3D Gaussians and hence are largely the same

representation, despite some differences in rendering approach.

3.1 Introduction

As computer vision systems are more widely deployed in society, either on robots or

via mixed reality headsets, users will desire that reconstructions of their many regular

everyday objects. While classic techniques from multiview scene reconstruction

could be used [Sch+16], modern approaches strive for more photorealistic scene
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generation, such as those created by Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) [Mil+20a]

and the large array of follow-up work [Tan+23]. Of note, these NeRF approaches

could be seen as differentiable renderers [Liu+19; Yif+19], where an underlying

scene representation is optimized for view synthesis. However, NeRF methods are

demanding in their computational requirements, even with speed-up methods such as

Instant-NGP [Mül+22].

Two recent papers explored similar approaches to fast NeRF alternatives – Fuzzy

Metaballs [KH22] (Chapter 2) in 2022 and 3D Gaussian Splatting in 2023 [Ker+23].

Both approaches represent geometry using a set of classic primitives, specifically

3D Gaussians [Hec86; Pea94]. The former built a differentiable raytracer for 3D

Gaussians, connected it to the metaball literature [Bli82], developed a sort-free

rendering function, focused on fast CPU runtimes, used dozens of Gaussians, and

performed quantitative experiments for object reconstruction and pose estimation.

A year layer, the latter designed a fast rasterizer with a custom CUDA kernel for

splatting [Man06; NM01], used millions of Gaussians, and focused their system on

reconstructing entire scenes to approach NeRF levels of fidelity. We demonstrate

connections between and extensions to both methods.

This chapter is focused on extending the Fuzzy Metaballs renderer to make it

simpler, more robust, and to add additional features. We show that these recent ap-

proaches are interoperable and render the same underlying representation. Since most

well-established rendering techniques are built on triangle meshes, we demonstrate a

reliable way to transform 3D Gaussian representations into meshes.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

• Develop a simplified version of Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22] for shape reconstruction

from Gaussians (Section 3.3.2).

• Show how Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22] can be rendered without hyperparameters

(Section 3.3.3).

• Show how to get per-pixel, differentiable optical flow and its benefits in recon-

struction (Section 3.5).

• Demonstrate how to export meshes from shapes defined by 3D Gaussians

(Section 3.6).

• Show that existing 3D Gaussian rendering methods [Ker+23; KH22] are inter-
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(a) Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22] Chapter 2 raytraced dozens of Gaussians, used random
initialization, and estimated geometry and pose for objects.

(b) 3D Gaussian Splatting [Ker+23] splatted millions of Gaussians, used SfM [Sch+16]
initialization, and synthesized novel views for scenes.

Figure 3.1: Recent approaches in differentiable rendering use 3D Gaussians
as an underlying representation.. These approaches enable fast reconstruction
of 3D objects and scenes. This chapter demonstrates how both approaches use the
same underlying representation and how to enhance and export such reconstructions.
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operable (Section 3.7).

• Develop a loss-based approach to reparameterizing Gaussians by splitting

components (Section 3.8).

These techniques enable more powerful, flexible uses of these 3D Gaussian shape

representations for applications involving shape reconstruction. Of note, these ap-

proaches require no pretraining and can be optimized directly on the scene of interest

without dataset bias, making them applicable to robotics applications where robots

may be interacting with novel objects, and are limited by onboard compute.

3.2 Related Work

A comprehensive overview of related work can be found in prior papers using 3D

Gaussians, including Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22], 3D Gaussian Splatting [Ker+23] and

VoGE [Wan+23].

Some early methods of building models from partial observations used general-

ized cylinders [Agi72]. More commonly, methods build on top of triangle meshes,

point clouds and surfels [Pfi+00]. Differentiable renders have been built for these

representations, initially for meshes [KUH17; Liu+19; LB14]. These include cus-

tom backends that allow for fast GPU-based results [Lai+20], and high-quality

results [Nim+19]. Other works focus on point clouds [ID18; Yif+19]. Pulsar [LZ21]

uses spheres as its representation, which are equivalent to isotropic 3D Gaussians.

Primitives-based rendering methods have benefits for both for composition [Zha+23]

and tracking [Lui+23].

The earliest work using 3D Gaussians in rendering came from Blinn [Bli82],

originally called atoms, blobs or metaballs, and were the birth of implicit surfaces.

Several methods these techniques [Gou+10; Hor19; Mur91; SI12; Wes90; WMW86;

WT90]. Some renderers used rays while others used splatting [ALD06], and some

recent differentiable renders build screen space Gaussians [MWK22]. Others use

Gaussians as a primary representation in computer vision [EKK18; Eck+15; Eck+16;

Gen+20; GMT23; Her+20; Mag09] or render them via projection, search, or other

techniques [Hua+20; OTM19; SM20].

Gaussians can be seen as a fundamental building block that only uses the 1st
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(µ) and 2nd (Σ) order moments [JUD00]. Point clouds only use µ. Oriented point

clouds add a covariance eigenvector [EKK18], and Gaussian Mixtures [Eck+16] use

all the information. Connections in this space include error metrics [GH97; Mah36]

and physics simulations [Mir96].

There is work on connecting NeRF-style differentiable renderers to mesh rep-

resentations. MobileNeRF [Che+23] used the rasterization pipeline of commodity

hardware to perform rendering of NeRF-like objects. VMesh [Guo+23] constructed a

hybrid representation of volume and mesh. NeRFMeshing [Rak+23] learned a Signed

Surface Approximation Network to distill NeRF representations into meshes.

3.3 Ray-Shape Intersections

Existing methods for intersecting 3D Gaussians and rays typically take two forms.

Methods taking inspiration from NeRF family methods [Ker+23; Wan+23] typically

sort all intersections and use closer Gaussians to attenuate the contributions of

further Gaussians. Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22] introduced a heuristic technique for

blending intersections which did does not require sorting. Section 3.3.1 summarizes

this technique, Section 3.3.2 presents a simplification, and Section 3.3.3 proposes a

variation without hyperparameters. All three correctly render the same shapes, so

objects optimized by one can be reproduced with the other.

3.3.1 Weighted Blending

In Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22], intersections between each ray (v⃗) and each Gaussian are

computed separately and then combined with a weighted average. Each Gaussian is

parameterized as mean (µ ∈ R3), inverse root precision (Σ− 1
2 ) and a weight (λi ≥ 0)

where the
∑

i λi = 1.

Multivariate Gaussians are defined as

P (x⃗) ∝ |Σ|−
1
2 exp

(
−1

2
(x⃗− µ)TΣ−1(x⃗− µ)

)
, (3.1)
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and the unnormalized log distance for each Gaussian is

d(v⃗t) = −1

2

[
(vt− µ)TΣ−1(vt− µ)

]
+ log(λi), (3.2)

which we will refer to as di when referring to evaluating the i-th Gaussian for

a ray v⃗ (here we use the point of maximum likelihood, ti =
µT
i Σ−1

i v

vTΣ−1
i v

, the linear

approach [KH22]).

For each Gaussian, its intersection (ti) and distance (di) are used to obtain weights

(wi). The final intersection is obtained as tf , similar to OIT [End+10; MB13]:

tf =
1∑
i wi

∑
i

witi. (3.3)

Per-ray estimation of other properties can continue to use Equation (3.3). For

example, ti (distance from camera) can be replaced with n⃗i (normal) or c⃗i (color), or

even learned features z⃗i (e.g. DINO [Car+21; Oqu+23] or CLIP [Rad+21; Ilh+21]),

and the same blending functions can be reused. For more details about normal

computation, see Section 3.6. It is also helpful to think of the unnormalized Gaussian

density as:

δi = exp(di), (3.4)

The original Fuzzy Metaballs approach uses 5 hyperparameters (β1, β2, β3, β4, β5) to

compute the weights and the transparency. There is also a shape scale (η) to account

for shapes of different scales and return identical results. The following are the weight

and α (quality/opacity) functions:

wi = exp

(
β1diσ

(
β3

η
ti

)
− β2

η
ti

)
, (3.5)

α = σ

(
β4

∑
i

δi + β5

)
. (3.6)
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3.3.2 Two Parameter Model

In shape reconstruction from video, 3 of these hyper-parameters are not necessary and

we develop a simplified two parameter model that works in reconstruction settings.

First, β3 was used to give some minor contribution to intersections behind the

camera. While this does make the renderer more differentiable, it is not used in

practice, so the σ function can be removed, leaving us with

wi = exp

(
β1di −

β2

η
ti

)
. (3.7)

Since the earlier chapter Chapter 2 focused on rendering full, proper Gaussian Mixture

Models (where
∑

i λi = 1), it required a normalizing factor β4 to account for how much

opaque a GMM should be. In the case of reconstruction, there is no need for strict

GMMs, so learning β4 can be the responsibilities of unnormalized λi. Additionally,

the GMM focus suggested a smooth step function (sigmoid) for computing α, but

shape reconstruction can simplify this to a decaying exponential, letting us drop

the intercept term β5. This allows us to have a simple, perhaps familiar [Mil+20a;

VJK21], expression for α:

α = 1− exp

(
−
∑
i

δi

)
. (3.8)

We use this simplified two parameter model in most of our experiments. While

we noticed some small differences due to losing the global normalization condition,

they were minor and mostly in the space of pose estimation, which is not the focus of

our experiments here for shape estimation.

3.3.3 Zero Parameter Model

With the simplified design given above, and the NeRF-style approaches in other 3D

Gaussian papers [Ker+23; Wan+23], we also investigate an alpha compositing variant

of Fuzzy Metaball rendering that requires sorting all intersections and then computing

transmission. The transmissions can be seen as weights and Equation (3.3) can be

used to compute depth estimates (as well as normal and color estimates):
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wi = Ti (1− exp(−δi)) (3.9)

where Ti is the accumulated transmissions of earlier intersections

Ti = exp

(
−
∑
j

δj1[tj < ti]

)
(3.10)

These equations create a version of differentiable rendering with metaballs that is

hyperparameter-free, doesn’t require splatting, and enables the same usage of weights

for depth, normal and color computation as prior work [KH22]. As our experiments in

Table 3.2 and Figure 3.7 show, this approach is slower but performs nearly identically.

Figure 3.2: Shape reconstruction using 40 3D Gaussians and converging in under
one minute, with color. (See Section 3.4 for details). All objects are reconstructed
from videos in the CO3D [Rei+21] dataset.

3.4 Shape Reconstruction

The input to the system is a video and a single masked frame. COLMAP [Sch+16]

produces poses, XMem [CS22] propagates masks, Unimatch [Xu+23] produces flow,

and 3D Gaussians optimized to fit the data. The shape converges quickly since we use

a ray-based differentiable renderer and are able to sample minibatches that includes

pixels across all frames.

Our differentiable rendering code is based on Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22], which is

built in JAX [Bra+18] and allows for reconstructions on both the CPU and GPU.

With an Nvidia GTX 1080, we can do memory for image sequences of roughly
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250× 130, while our CPU experiments are typically closer to 125× 65. Both sets of

experiments typically converge in less than a minute on commodity hardware. We

use 40 Gaussians as in prior work, for ease of comparison.

Differentiable renders provide flexibility for many loss functions in shape recon-

struction. For our experiments, we combine of cross-entropy loss (LM) for objects

segmentation masks, and L1 losses for color and flow (Section 3.5), weighted by the

object mask. Estimated alpha is clipped to [10−6, 1 − 10−6]. For α, color (c), and

optical flow (f) we use the following loss function:

LM = α · log(α̂) + (1− α) · log(1− α̂) (3.11)

LC = α · ||c− ĉ||1 (3.12)

LF = α · ||f − f̂ ||1 (3.13)

L = LM + λCLC + λFLF (3.14)

In practice, we use colors that have had gamma corrected back to linear intensity,

and use a sigmoid to map from an unconstrained parameterization to [0, 1]. Flow is

measured in the scale of half the shorter image dimension. This lets us set λC = 4.5

and λF = 210 for all of our experiments. We used identical settings for all our

experiments: initialization is from a randomized small sphere of Gaussians, and we

use fixed parameters for learning rate, canonical rescaling, batch size, and all other

known parameters. Learning rates are automatically decayed based on statistical

criteria [KH22].

We use the Adam [KB15] optimizer and rescale all scenes to a canonical size based

on camera pose distances to balance the optimization of means and precisions [KH22]

that occurs when using re-scaling optimizers. We randomly sample minibatches of

50,000 rays from across the entire sequence, which leads to extreme fast convergence,

often getting a reasonable shape in well under an epoch (Figure 3.7). We use the

per-Gaussian simple colors used in prior work [KH22] for simplicity, but extensions

to Spherical Harmonics are possible for greater color fidelity per Gaussian [Fri+22;

Ker+23].

Examples of our reconstructions can be seen Figure 3.2. Even though the op-

timization only takes minutes, operates on reasonably low resolution images, with

reasonably few Gaussians, we can still see good results. Depth estimates are able
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to capture small geometric details (notice the kickstand and both mirrors on the

motorcycle). Despite the initialization being a small, invisible sphere of Gaussians, the

optimization procedure is able to reconstruct shapes with rich geometry (such as the

bicycle and the plant). Lastly, the color results look reasonably realistic. Although

separate Gaussians must be used to paint 2D flat textures onto surfaces, reasonable

results are obtained for the toy truck and the skateboard reconstructions. In the toy

truck, grey side and roof panel details appear in the reconstruction. In the skateboard,

the painted curve shape is also approximately modeled in the reconstruction, as are

both wheels.

We obtained similarly good results with both Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.3, but

all results in Figure 3.2 use the faster, two parameter model for optimization and the

resulting visuals.

3.5 Reconstructing with Optical Flow

Many approaches to 3D reconstruction focus only on reconstructing the independent

images from the given sequence [Ker+23], including all the 3D Gaussian meth-

ods [Ker+23; KH22; Wan+23]. However, in practice, these image sequences are often

collected by cell phone videos [Rei+21] and have a strong temporal prior. Inspired by

work in reconstructing 4D scenes [Li+21; Yan+21a; Yan+21b], we leverage optical

flow in producing more precise 3D reconstructions of static objects.

Optical flow provides a hypothesis of surface correspondence, which regularizes

the shape reconstruction. Correspondence can be essential in classic techniques for

shape estimation [KRN97; LB81]. Sparse particle video trackers extend this, and

obtain long-term video correspondences [HFF22].

Optical flow is a useful signal since it is a local estimator, and is robust to

the long-term lighting changes that occur when typical users capture scenes under

auto-exposure [Jun+22]. This makes it perhaps a more appropriate loss term than

color models, which would be sensitive to lighting changes. Additionally, color often

means texture, which implies high frequency texture details that can be difficult to

reconstruct [Mil+20a], and perhaps efficient shape estimation can do without.

The benefits of flow can be from our experiments, qualitatively in Figure 3.4

and quantitatively in Table 3.1. One interesting result is that even classic optical
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flow [Far03] provides helpful cues to the shape optimization, even though it is

very noisy (see Figure 3.4a). Even better, state-of-the-art flow methods such as

Unimatch [Xu+23] are extremely fast (real-time on GPU hardware) and have learned

good priors even in texture-less areas. Using such learned flow maps (Figure 3.4b) can

help shape estimation greatly. After optimization, predicted model flow (Figure 3.4d)

is very similar to the given flow estimate from the network that was used to supervise

it. Incorporating flow also produces significantly smoother depth maps, as can be

seen in Fig. 3.3.

(a) Without Flow (b) With Flow

Figure 3.3: Optical flow improves reconstruction. We show the results of fitting
a set of 3D Gaussians to a CO3D [Rei+21] sequence. Without a flow loss term, colors
are estimated well but the shape is not. After adding flow, color fidelity is sacrificed
but shape estimation improves.

In our experiments, optical flow slightly hurts the color fidelity of the reconstructed

models, but provides much more accurate shape reconstruction, as can be seen

in Figure 3.3. After adding a flow loss term, this surrogate estimate of surface

correspondence helps resolve concavity/convexity ambiguity from the silhouette and

color loss terms. For example, the body of the teddy bear becomes smooth and its

arms become well defined.

With the ray-based differentiable rendering of 3D Gaussians, it is reasonably easy

to compute per-pixel optical flow. It only requires taking the 3D coordinate obtained

from Equation (3.3), and transforming it with adjacent camera poses and projecting

back into camera coordinates.

In our implementation, we pass all camera poses into the rendering function

and represent the camera with a single inverse focal length parameter (making the
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assumptions that the images lack distortion, the projection is in the center of the

image, and that the pixels are square). After computing the depth image for a

given frame, we transform the point cloud (forwards and backwards) and project the

transformed coordinates into the image. The changes in coordinates is the direct,

per-ray optical flow estimate. Without using another source to regularize the optical

flow, we get reasonable estimates but with some artifacts due to shape uncertainty

(as can be see in Figure 3.4c).

We include estimates for both forward flow (pose i to pose i+ 1) and backward

flow (pose i to pose i− 1) from our differentiable renderer, for each ray.

(a) Gunnar [Far03] (b) Uni [Xu+23] (c) Without (d) With

Figure 3.4: Optical Flow Quality. (a) shows a classic optical flow estimate. (b)
shows a modern, learned optical flow estimate. (c) and (d) show the estimated flow
for the same frame after fitting 3D Gaussian model; respectively without adding a
flow loss and after adding a flow loss term to fit the estimate from (a). Using standard
optical flow coloring [Bak+07].

Figure 3.5: Colored Mesh Exports reconstructed from CO3D sequences [Rei+21]
with 40 3D Gaussians and exported to Blender (Section 3.6).
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Depth
Error

Runtime
(sec-
onds)

No Color or Flow 0.271 17
Color 0.262 15
Color & Classic
Flow [Far03]

0.237 14

Color & Learned
Flow [Xu+23]

0.155 15

Table 3.1: Optical flow helps reconstruction of CO3D sequences [Rei+21]. For
details see Section 3.5.

3.6 Exporting Meshes

Many successful differentiable renderers realize that fast, efficient, robust differentiable

rendering often require smooth, fuzzy and indefinite surface representations [Mil+20a;

KH22; Ker+23]. For optimizing shapes from videos, it is helpful to have some degree

of softness to aid gradient flow.

On the other hand, commercial rasterization pipelines in most desktop and mobile

GPUs typically operate on triangle meshes [Guo+23; Che+23]. Additional, the field

of shape processing often prefers not just definite surfaces in the form of meshes, but

watertight meshes [ZJ16; Hu+22]. Differentiable mesh renderers typically bridge this

divide with an explicit spatial smoothness term [Liu+19; Rav+20].

Instead, 3D Gaussians, neural surfaces, and other similar methods are implicit

surface methods, where the genus of the object can change during optimization. Many

existing works export meshes using marching cubes [LC87; Mil+20a; KH22], where a

volumetric grid is evaluated and triangles are produced at edges crossing a particular

level set threshold. While fast and simple, this can produce non-watertight meshes.

Additionally, it can require searching over an ideal threshold to find which level set

of the implicit surface matches the explicit surface best [KH22].

In this work, we leverage the surface definition used by the underlying differentiable

renderer, and then solve the appropriate Poisson equation [KBH06; KH13]. In Poisson

surface reconstruction, oriented point sets (points with normals indicating the local
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tangent plane of the surface) are used as input to solve a Poisson equation:

∇ · ∇χ = ∇ · V⃗ . (3.15)

Solving these equations can be done via well-conditioned sparse linear systems [KBH06].

Each point in the oriented point cloud provides an estimate of the local gradient of

the indicator function (which points are inside the surface of the object). A nice

property of Poisson Surface solvers is that their solutions always produce watertight

meshes, as they solve for an indicator volume, which produces a surface that is a R2

manifold folded in R3. This process can be done over a basis function set of B-splines

with compact support.

To produce an oriented point set, we simply go over all of our training views and

render the point cloud of the object, to produce point locations p = (x, y, z). The

orientation of each point can be produced in two different ways (shown in Section 3.6).

The first, and most general, is to use the rasterization locality by taking a horizontal

(px) and a vertical (py) screen-space neighbor for each point (p) and taking their cross

product:

n⃗ =
(p− px)× (p− py)

||(p− px)× (p− py)||
. (3.16)

This technique works for any differentiable renderer producing images on a grid (hence

rasterization), but produces poor results on discontinuities.

An alternative approach for 3D Gaussians is to re-use Equation (3.3) to blend all

the local estimates of the normal (n⃗i instead of ti) into a final estimate. The local

estimate of the normal is given by the derivative of Equation (3.1).

n⃗i =
Σ−1(vti − µi)

||Σ−1(vti − µi)||
. (3.17)

In general, the sign and scale of the normal is fixed: the sign of the normal should

face the camera created it, and the ||n⃗i||= ||n⃗f ||= 1. Both of these techniques can be

seen in Section 3.6. In practice, the blended definition is preferred as it requires no

neighbors.

For producing meshes from our renderer, we typically perform the faster optimiza-

tion with Section 3.3.1. and the rendering equation from Section 3.3.3 can directly
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render that representation with no changes. The alpha compositing definition is

preferred for mesh exporting as it is more view consistent than the heuristic blending.

Lastly, we can reject any intersections that fail a quality threshold of a direct intersec-

tion, maxi(wi) ≤ ϵ which is typically set to 0.9. The Poisson surface reconstruction

produces a surface interpolation, and so the sparsity of point samples is not a problem.

Additionally, we can export a colored, oriented point cloud, where the color is either

the reconstructed color or the color of the images themselves at those points (see

Figure 3.5). We obtained object reconstructions by solving Equation (3.15) with

Dirichlet boundary constraints [KH13].

An intuition for why we can simply export strong hits is that Gaussians fit to

data are typically not overlapping. For example, for a GMM, consider evaluating how

independent each Gaussian is from each other:

r(i) =

∑
j;j ̸=i λjpj(µi)

λipi(µi)

In our experiments, r(i) tends to average less than 5% for Gaussians fit to point

clouds with EM. This suggests that the shapes are largely overlapping.

3.7 Interoperability

We describe how Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22] and 3D Gaussian Splatting [Ker+23] share

a similar underlying shape representation. We demonstrate this by showing results in

Figures 3.6 and 3.9 where the initial shape reconstruction was performed using the

3D Gaussian Splatting paper [Ker+23], and then directly converted and rendered

using the methods in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3 and then exported using the oriented

points using Section 3.6.

Our experiments in Figure 3.7 and Section 3.6 show that Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3

use mutually compatible definitions of shape representation. However, the Gaussian

Splatting [Ker+23] work uses an entirely different code base, in a different framework,

optimizing scenes instead of objects, with no object masks, with a custom CUDA

kernel, and preferring α to δ estimates. However, since both are using 3D Gaussians,

we can render one with the other.

We convert the Gaussian Splatting method to be compatible with our approach
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(a) Ficus via Weighted Blending (Section 3.3.1)

(b) Ficus via Alpha Compositing (Section 3.3.3)

Figure 3.6: 3D Gaussians are Fuzzy Metaballs Reconstructed ficus from Gaussian
Splatting [Ker+23], rendered with Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22]. Shown are opacity, depth
& normals.
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(a) Optimization via Weighted Blending (Section 3.3.1)

(b) Optimization via Alpha Compositing (Section 3.3.3)

Figure 3.7: Both forms of rendering behave similarly. Shown are 1%, 4%, 7%,
12%, 16% and 20% of the first epoch.

Blended Neighbors Reference

Figure 3.8: Visualization of Normals for 3D Gaussians.
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Figure 3.9: Visualization of Mesh Export This ficus shape was reconstructed
using the Gaussian Splatting [Ker+23] code but rendered as an oriented point cloud
with Fuzzy Metaballs [KH22] and reconstructed with a Poisson Solver [KBH06; KH13].
Left to right are Poisson tree depths of 6 through 10. While deeper tree depths
produce more detailed reconstruction, noise and artifacts are also amplified. The
mesh export is based on an oriented point cloud exported from 100 images of size
80 × 60. It is interesting to see that precise details like the various steps become
visible, even when the forward passes were low resolution (see Figure 3.6 for a visual
example of the coarseness generated by the renderer).

with only a few steps. Means are used directly, each Σ are converted to Σ− 1
2 , and the

α for each Gaussian is replaced. For simplicity, we ignore αi < 0.5 and set λi = log(80)

for the remaining 3D Gaussians, which we found works reasonably well1. About 90%

of Gaussians had insufficient α, creating a ten times speedup in our experiments. For

weighted blending experiments, we reused the settings of β1 = 21.4 and β2 = 3.14

from our prior experiments.

As can be seen in Figure 3.6, both techniques are able to capture the fine stem

and leaf structures in the reconstructed ficus plant. The weighted blending technique

demonstrates smoother normals, but the mesh export uses the alpha composting

method and reasonable meshes can be obtained.

In Figure 3.9 we show Poisson surface reconstructions of the ficus, where the

oriented point cloud used for solving the equation was generated by our renderer,

but the original reconstruction was made with 3D Gaussian splatting. We show

reconstructions at different tree depths, showing an increase in details, and an

increase in noise, at finer scales. The solver can recover reasonably fine details

1Inverse sigmoid conversion of λ = −C log(1− α) maybe also be reasonable with appropriate C,
which we did not search for.
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3. Flexible Uses of 3D Gaussians

considering considering the low resolution of the oriented point clouds.

This extends the utility of the 3D Gaussian Splatting approach to be rendered

with our fast methods that have viable JAX [Bra+18] CPU and GPU backends.

Our approach enables per-ray depth computation, normals and mesh exporting

(Section 3.6). The ficus data was provided without color, so we show colored exports

in Figure 3.5. Mesh exports provides an interconnect with most 3D creation tools.

It remains to be seen which approach produces better optimization for shape

reconstruction. The weighted blending FM approach allows two Gaussians to be

blended together and averaged, but 3DGS and the sorting method both require

explicit occlusion of Gaussians based on z-order, perhaps harming the smoothness of

the optimization process.

CPU GPU

Weighted Blending
(Section 3.3.1) 4.94 µs 226.6 ns
Alpha Compositing
(Section 3.3.3) 12.7 µs 377.6 ns

Table 3.2: Runtime per ray, for an entire iteration with a i5-7267U CPU and a
GTX 1080 GPU. This was done with a 40 Gaussian model and these times include
memory transfer times and forwards and backwards passes. Alpha compositing drops
the need for hyper-parameters, in exchange for 200% slower runtimes on CPU and
50% slower runtimes on GPU. Since both approaches behave similarly (Fig. 3.7) and
are interoperable (Section 3.6), this creates a trade-off between performance and
simplicity.

3.8 Splitting Gaussians

While the 3D Gaussian Splatting [Ker+23] explores some heuristic techniques for

merging and splitting of Gaussians, here we develop an alternative, deterministic

approach to modifying the number of Gaussians in the reconstruction.

We split 3D Gaussians after our initial model has converged according to statistical

criteria [KH22]. And we then repeat the optimization process. Two steps of this

are shown in Figure 3.10. The splitting and removal process is based on removing
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N = 40 N = 45 N = 51

Figure 3.10: Re-parameterized 3D Gaussians to minimize apparent loss. N is
the number of mixtures used. The appearance of the tie and the sleeve in green can
be seen with added Gaussians.

Gaussians that contribute minimally to the reconstruction and splitting Gaussians

that are given too much reconstruction responsibility based on the chosen loss.

To compute the set of Gaussians that minimally contribute, we compute the

means and standard deviations of the weights assigned to each Gaussian µλ and σλ

and remove Gaussians that satisfy

λi ≤ µλ − zλσλ, (3.18)

where zλ is a z-score typically set to 2.

To compute the splitting criteria, we take a random batch of rays (typically

about 5% of the dataset) and compute the per-ray loss (e.g. Eq. (3.14) but any

reconstruction loss is viable). Each ray also has an associated set of computed weights

wi (Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9)). Over this batch of M rays, we estimate the average loss

associated with each Gaussian as l̄i =
1
M

∑M
j = Lj · wi. We compute the means and

standard deviations of these losses as µl̄ and σl̄ and split Gaussians that satisfy

l̄i ≥ µl̄ + zl̄σl̄, (3.19)

where zl̄ is a z-score typically set to 1.

Gaussians are split by forming two Gaussians by using the properties of the
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half-normal distribution [Dan59]. The two new means are generated by shifting the

initial mean (µi) in opposite directions by the direction of the dominant eigenvector

(v⃗1), and by the appropriate factor of the dominant eigenvalue (σ1) of the covariance

matrix (Σi):

µa,b = µ± σ1v⃗1

√
2

π
. (3.20)

Both new Gaussians are given identical covariance matrices, reconstructed from the

initial eigenvalues and eigenvectors but with a scaled dominant eigenvalue:

σ1a,b = σ1

√
1− 2

π
. (3.21)

The scaling factors
√

2
π
≈ 0.8 and

√
1− 2

π
≈ 0.6 are based on the properties of the

half-normal distribution.

We replicate the initial weights (λ) and colors (ci) for the new Gaussians, with

noise (ϵc = ϵw = 0.1) in their unconstrained parameterization space to avoid issues

with coupled gradients during further optimization:

log(λa,b) = log(λ) +N (0, ϵw), (3.22)

σ−1(ca,b) = σ−1(c) +N (0, ϵc). (3.23)

This approach to splitting is deterministic and allows for increasing detail in an

iterative way, as shown in Fig. 3.10.

3.9 Discussion

With the increased deployment of vision systems in everyday environments, there is

a need for flexible, efficient, and easily computed shape reconstructions. The recent

developments in photorealistic differentiable rendering make close the dream of virtual

systems accurately capturing everyday objects in the virtual world. 3D Gaussians,

or metaballs, are a simple and powerful representation for shapes that enables easy

reconstruction, as has been shown by prior work [Ker+23; KH22; Wan+23]. These

techniques extend and interconnect these approaches and provide them additional

flexibility.
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3. Flexible Uses of 3D Gaussians

The equivalence of weighted blending and alpha composting approaches provides

a wider array of options — one being significantly faster and the other lacking

hyper-parameters. The computation of per-ray blended normals allows for reliable

mesh exporting, connecting to other 3D techniques and methods, without the need

to pick thresholds for marching cubes [LC87], and producing watertight meshes via

Poisson reconstruction [KH13]. We show a more deterministic, grounded approach to

performing reparameterization of Gaussians. Lastly, optical flow as a regularizer and

prior for surface correspondences can easily and reliably improve the quality of shape

reconstructions.

3.10 Conclusion

We have extended existing approaches for differentiable rendering of 3D Gaussians

for speed, simplicity and flexibility. This expanded flexibility should allow these

representations to be used in more places, for more applications, and potentially

across a wider array of computational platforms than before.
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3. Flexible Uses of 3D Gaussians

Figure 3.11: Reconstruction of Scottish Terrier Statue on the Carnegie Mellon
Campus. Performed by running SAM [Kir+23] on the first frame and propagating with
XMem [CS22], before performing the optimization described in this section. Different
reconstructions with different masks are possible, as is relighting the reconstructed
meshes in Blender. Charlie, my actual Scottish Terrier, is shown for reference. As
is a printed 3D model of 32 Gaussian reconstruction of the object. And a dragon
(crocheted by K. Shih) reconstruction to represent CMU SCS.
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Chapter 4

Direct Fitting of Gaussian Mixture

Models to Meshes

In this chapter, we present a formulation for fitting Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)

directly to a triangular mesh instead of using points sampled from its surface. This is

largely similar to our published manuscript on this topic [KH19].

Part of this work analyzes a general formulation for evaluating likelihood of

geometric objects. This modification enables fitting higher-quality GMMs under a

wider range of initialization conditions. Additionally, models obtained from this fitting

method are shown to produce an improvement in 3D registration for both meshes and

RGB-D frames. This result is general and applicable to arbitrary geometric objects,

including representing uncertainty from sensor measurements.

4.1 Introduction

In robotics and computer vision, there exist many forms of representation for 3D

geometric data. For example, some researchers use unordered point sets [Pau92], others

require points with surface normals [KBH06] or dense volumetric representations

such as signed distance fields [New+11]. The variation in forms of representation is

related to the wide variety of sources and uses for this data, from raw depth sensor

measurements to Computed-Aided Design (CAD) models.

Many researchers have found that Gaussian Mixture Models provide a power-
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4. Direct Fitting of Gaussian Mixture Models to Meshes

Figure 4.1: Visual example of the Stanford Bunny, highlighting 8 triangles
on the head. Each triangle is shown with its covariance (plotted to 1.5σ). We
demonstrate how Gaussian Mixture Models can use the covariance information from
given geometric structures (in this case, triangles) to fit models more efficiently,
robustly and with higher fidelity.

ful representation, especially for use in registration between unknown poses [JV11;

Eck+15; Eck+16; EKK18; TOM18]. Producing a Gaussian Mixture Model requires

only unstructured point sets from the underlying geometric data, which makes them

widely applicable. Our contribution in this work is to demonstrate how Gaussian

Mixture Model can be constructed, evaluated on and fit directly to geometric prim-

itives, such as the triangles of a polygon mesh. This is done by incorporating the

structural information from each primitive into the algorithm, for a visual example,

see Figure 4.1.

Our contributions include a mathematical framework for how geometric primitives

can be incorporated with probability distributions (Section 4.2.2). We demonstrate

how to obtain the structural properties for a triangular mesh (Section 4.2) and how

it can be generalized to other primitives (Section 4.5.1). Incorporating structural

information allows us to build Gaussian Mixture Models that not only converge faster

and in more conditions (Section 4.4) but also provide a representation that produces

higher quality registration results when the models are used in practice (Section 4.6).

The code for all methods and experiments in this chapter is available at https:

//github.com/leonidk/direct_gmm.
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4.2 Method

4.2.1 Gaussian Mixture Models

The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMMs) is a well studied probability distribution. It is

possible to fit these models to empirical data via Maximum Likelihood Estimation

(MLE) [Has66; DLR77]. The likelihood of any point x in a Gaussian is given by

N (x;µ,Σ) = 2π−k/2 det(Σ)−
1
2 e−

1
2
(x−µ)TΣ−1(x−µ) (4.1)

where µ ∈ Rk is the mean and Σ ∈ Rk×k is the positive-definite covariance matrix.

The log-likelihood of a given point x is given by

logN (x;µ,Σ) =− k

2
log(2π)

− 1

2
log(det(Σ))

− 1

2
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)

(4.2)

In a Gaussian Mixture Model with K components, with λi are mixing weights

subject to
∑

i λi = 1 and λi ≥ 0 ∀i, the probability of a point x is given by

g(x) =
K∑
i=1

λi N (x;µi,Σi)

4.2.2 Geometric Objects in a Probability Distribution

First we must handle the general case of how to evaluate the probability of a known

geometric object in a probability distribution. Consider sampling N points from

the geometric object, where a notion of likelihood can be evaluated by taking their

product. To account for the variable number of samples, we take a geometric mean.

And to obtain the likelihood of the object, we take the limit as the number of samples
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grows to infinity.

ℓ ∼=
N∏
i=1

p(xi)

ℓ ∼=

(
N∏
i=1

p(xi)

) 1
N

ℓ = lim
N→∞

(
N∏
i=1

p(xi)

) 1
N

ℓ = lim
N→∞

exp

log

( N∏
i=1

p(xi)

) 1
N


ℓ = lim

N→∞
exp

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

log(p(xi))

)

ℓ = exp

(∫
log(p(x))dx

)

(4.3)

Equation 4.3 is a form of product integral [Fey51; Gue83; BKÖ08], which can be

used to evaluate the likelihood of a known geometric object. The extension to multiple

objects is straightforward, simply adjust their sampling weights accordingly. This

form of product integral has two nice properties, it is invariant to resampling and it

produces a result of 0 if p(x) = 0 anywhere along the geometric object. By invariance

to resampling, we mean that one large primitive with sophisticated integration bounds

gives the same answer as many small disjoint pieces of surface with their own bounds.

Following the use of Jensen’s inequality, we get the following lower bound on

likelihood

L = exp

(
M∑
j=1

∫
△
log

(
K∑
i=1

λi N (x;µi,Σi)

)
dx

)

log(L) =
M∑
j=1

∫
△
log

(
K∑
i=1

λi N (x;µi,Σi)

)
dx

≥
M∑
j=1

K∑
i=1

∫
△
log (λi N (x;µi,Σi)) dx

(4.4)
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We also consider a simplified model, where each triangle is sampled at its center of

mass (µj), and has weight corresponding to its area (αj). As combining probabilities is

done with multiplication, we use a weighted geometric mean over all points, obtaining

the following approximation

L ≈ LS =
M∏
j=1

(
K∑
i=1

λi N (µj;µi,Σi)

) αj∑
k αk

(4.5)

4.3 Modifying EM maximization to account for

triangles

In this section we derive the expressions for fitting a GMM to a triangular mesh. We

will represent each GMM component with parameters µi,Σi, λi and each triangle with

vertices Aj, Bj, Cj, centroid µj and area αj. Traditional EM minimization is possible

by analyzing the lower bound of the log-likelihood. Following standard formulations

(see [DLR77; Jor09; Sri14]), we add mixture sampling probabilities ηij and move the

logarithm inside the summation to obtain a valid lower-bound to minimize by using

Jensen’s inequality.

To perform fitting, we need an M-step which obtains λi, µi,Σi by maximizing the

lower bound

LB =
M∑
j=1

K∑
i=1

ηij log(λiN (xjk;µi,Σi)) (4.6)

To maximize this expression, we can take derivatives with respect to the variables of

interest and obtain

∂LB

∂µi

=
1

2

M∑
j=1

Σ−1
i (xj − ui)ηij

∂LB

∂Σ−1
i

=
1

2

M∑
j=1

ηij
(
Σi − (xj − µi)(xj − µi)

T
) (4.7)

Now we can integrate these three expressions over the two dimensional surface of a

triangle via a change of variables substitution, then set the result equal to zero and
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solve, thus obtaining the update equations. For clarity we will also define a weight

variable wij and its corresponding normalization constant Wi

wij = ηijαj

Wi =
M∑
j=1

wij

The resulting lower-bound likelihood can be written as

log(L) ≥ 1

2

M∑
j=1

K∑
i=1

wij

[2 log(λi)− k log(2π)− log(det(Σi))

− (µj − µi)
TΣ−1

i (µj − µi)

− 1

12
(AT

j Σ
−1
i Aj +BT

j Σ
−1
i Bj + CT

j Σ
−1
i Cj

−3µT
j Σ

−1
i µj)

]
(4.8)

The new mean is obtained as simply weighted mean of centroids. This update equation

is identical to the one derived for the approximation in equation 4.5

(4.9)µi =
1

Wi

M∑
j=1

wijµj

The same technique will provide an answer to the update equation for covariance.

Σi

=
1

Wi

M∑
j=1

wij

(µj − µi)(µj − µi)
T︸ ︷︷ ︸

cov(µj ,µi)

+
1

12
(AjA

T
j +BjB

T
j + CjC

T
j − 3µjµ

T
j )︸ ︷︷ ︸

cov(△j)


(4.10)

The final update is surprisingly simple, it is the area weighted average of the covariance

obtained by using centroids as point measurements plus the covariance equation for

a triangle. That is, at every iteration, each mixture is updated with some fraction

of the structure of the triangles associated with it. A visual example of ellipsoids
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showing triangle covariance structures is shown in Fig. 4.1. Our derived expression

for the covariance of a triangle is expressed in terms of vertices, but is consistent with

the standard formulation in CGAL [GAP08].1 The update equation for eq. 4.5 is

similar, simply lacking the cov(△j) term.

4.3.1 Evaluating the derived loss function

To evaluate the validity of the expression in equation 4.8, we compare its fitting

fidelity numerically against a large number of sampled points. The results are shown

in figure 4.2. We can see that, the lower bound expression for triangles is equal to

that obtained numerically from a large number of points. Since the lower-bound

expression is all that’s needed in EM optimization [DLR77], the equality of this

expression suggests we can use it in fitting real data.

4.4 Results

We performed experiments fitting Gaussian Mixture Models to triangular meshes.

We swept a wide range of K mixture components (from 6 to 400) and evaluated two

different initialization schemes. The first initialization performs k-means++ [AV07]

clustering, and uses those clusters as initial assignments for the EM method. The

second method uses simple random assignments for initialization. We run 25 iterations

of EM for all methods, with a tight tolerance (ϵ = 10−12) to prevent an early exit

from the optimization.

To evaluate the converged model, we use a densely sampled point cloud of the

initial mesh (Figure 4.5e) and report its likelihood according to equation 4.1. Since

all of our experiments tend to operate on 1,000 points or triangles, the use of 50,000

points for evaluating the model should provide a good test of GMM model fidelity.

In all of these cases, we focus on the Stanford Bunny. Visual examples of our input

and output data is shown in Figure 4.5.

1The reference document has a typographic error in the moment matrix for triangles, which
should be a 5x multiple of the one for 3D tetrahedrons. The CGAL source code correctly implements
this matrix in practice.
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4.4.1 Mesh Input Data

The first set of experiments, shown in Figure 4.3, compares fitting GMM models to

different input formats of the res4 Stanford Bunny. We compare our exact (eq. 4.8)

and approximate (eq. 4.5) mesh loss equations against fitting a traditional point-loss

to the triangle centroids and the mesh vertices. The best results came from our

exact mesh expression, with the second best being its approximation. The proposed

methods handled random initialization and k-means initialization. On the other hand,

the point-based methods often had a preferred initialization. A qualitative look at

the resulting models, shows that the mesh GMM (Fig. 4.5h) produces a fuller model

of the Stanford Bunny than the center-of-mass GMM (Fig. 4.5d), even when the

evaluated likelihood was numerically very similar.

4.4.2 Mesh Decimation

While the above experiments used the low-resolution res4 Stanford Bunny, we also

evaluated which GMM fitting strategy works best when subsampling high-resolution

mesh data. In our case, we try two methods point-sampling (Poisson and Random)

and two methods of triangle collapse (Quadric and Clustering). Our experimental

procedure involves fitting a GMM to a low-resolution mesh (1,000 faces) or point

cloud (1,000 points) and evaluating the likelihood of the resulting GMM against a

dense point sampling of the original shape (50,000 points). The different sampling

strategies can be seen visually in Figure 4.5.

To generate a low-resolution mesh, we try two methods, clustering decima-

tion [RB93], which is fast, and quadric error decimation [GH97], which is more

accurate. To generate a low-resolution point cloud, we both randomly sample points

on the surface on the mesh, and use Poisson Disc sampling to ensure uniform sam-

ples [CCS12]. As before, the first is faster while the latter produces better results.

Poisson Disc sampling is also used to generate the high-resolution, ”ground truth”,

point cloud used for evaluation.

The results of these experiments are reported in Figure 4.4. As before, the mesh-

based registration strategies are largely invariant to initialization method while the

point-based strategies often prefer k-means initialization (exceptions discussed in

Sec. 4.4.3). The best results often came from the use of Poisson Disc Sampling (with
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k-means), which ensures uniform coverage of the surface areas. In contrast, using

random samples generated the lowest quality results. The mesh-based techniques

proved to be reliable across all tests, regardless of mixture number and initialization.

4.4.3 Discussion

All of these experiments were run using the GaussianMixture code base from

scikit-learn v0.20.0 [Ped+11]. We modified the code to support additional

weight and covariance terms (Sec. 4.5.1), which were general enough to allow us to

implement all proposed methods.

One surprising result in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 was that random sampled points

performed better with random initialization than k-means initialization (at high

mixture numbers). As the EM algorithm only finds a local minima, this suggests that

k-means may not always be an ideal initialization technique. We believe that this

occurred due to either a bad local minima from initialization, or fairly flat cost during

optimization, leading to an early exit condition being triggered (despite our tight

tolerance of ϵ = 10−12). This behavior was never observed when using our proposed

exact mesh formulation.

We used 25 iterations for all of these experiments. When 100 iterations were used,

the point-based methods performed better (nearly as good as our proposed method).

However, our method often converged in about 1
3
the number of iterations, so we

picked a lower iteration number for consistency in runtime.

4.5 Extensions

4.5.1 Generalization to other primitives

While equations 4.8,4.9,4.10 were derived specifically for triangles, the update equa-

tions can be written more generally for any primitive (triangles, Gaussian mixtures,

cuboids, etc.) using µp,Σp, αp to denote primitive’s mean, covariance and size (
∫
S
dS)

respectively. Then the loss, mean update, and covariance update equations for a

Gaussian Mixture can be written with equations 4.11,4.12,4.13. The previous equa-

tions can be seen as a special case of these formulas, which provide an M-step update
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for any set of geometric primitives p ∈ P in fitting a Gaussian Mixture Model.

log(L) ≥ 1

2

P∑
p=1

K∑
i=1

wip [2 log(λi)− k log(2π) (4.11)

− log(det(Σi))− (µp − µi)
TΣ−1

i (µp − µi)− Σp

]

µi =
1

Wi

P∑
p

wipµp (4.12)

Σi =
1

Wi

P∑
p

wip

[
(µp − µi)(µp − µi)

T + Σp

]
(4.13)

We note that these are the exact same update equations used in fitting hierarchical

Gaussian Mixture Models [VL99]. However, while previous work applied these

equations to fitting GMMs to existing GMMs, we show how this update can be

used for fitting geometric data. This general form allows for easy substitution of

known structural information (in the form of a second moment) about any geometric

primitive. Computing covariance structures for arbitrary polyhedra is well studied

area of research [Mir96; GAP08].

4.5.2 Number of Mixtures

In our later experiments, we fix the number of mixture models. Unless otherwise

stated, we use K = 100. A visual example of this mixture can be see in Figures 4.5d

and 4.5h. We picked K = 100 as this matches the experimental conditions recom-

mended for using GMMs for SLAM [TOM18]. In practice, there are many ways to

select this number, including flatness of the distribution’s KL-divergence [SM16;

DSM18], flatness of the mixture themselves [EKK18], or by evaluating an information

criterion [PM00]. We believe that when this technique is used in practice, this number

can either be found through cross-validation [TOM18] on a registration dataset or by

using external system information such as depth sensor noise models [Kes+17].
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4.6 Applications

The experiments in section 4.4 showed that fitting Gaussian Mixture Models using

structural information tends to produce higher quality probability distributions.

Some recent work has focused solely on the efficient nature of GMMs in representing

shapes [Eck+16]. Here we show that our improvements in model quality produce an

appreciable performance improvement in actual 3D computer vision applications.

Gaussian Mixture Models have found wide use in the 3D registration literature.

From the Normal Distance Transform [Mag+09; Sto+12], to variants of the L2

loss [JV11; SML12] and even Coherent Point Drift [MS10], many 3D registration

methods utilize Gaussian Mixture Models. Their benefits include robustness to noise,

smooth variation over 3D space, speed of evaluation, and straightforward control over

model complexity. These models can provide results that are state-of-the-art in both

runtime and registration accuracy [EKK18]. We show that applying our proposed

mesh GMM fitting can produce an improvement in these results.

4.6.1 Mesh Registration

We replicate the experimental setup of a recent paper [EKK18], demonstrating

how Gaussian Mixture Models can be used for efficient 3D registration. As our

experimental setup matches [EKK18], the 20 different dozen registration methods

compared in Figure 3 of that work can be directly compared against the results here.

Their experiment operates on taking a large number of random deformations of the

Stanford Bunny and evaluating the final quality of fitting result. Our results can be

seen in Figure 4.6.

To perform 3D registration, we first build a GMM for the res4 Stanford Bunny,

as in Section 4.4.1, using 100 iterations of EM with a tolerance of 10−5. We then

sample vertex number of 3D points from the surface of the mesh (N = 453). While

previous work has focused on a Point-to-Distribution (P2D) technique with a poly-

nomial approximation of the likelihood function [Mag09], we do straightforward

P2D in our experiments. Our registration process consists of finding the rigid body

transformation that maximizes equation 4.1. We use the identity transformation for

initialization and then perform gradient-based optimization to find the local minima.
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We compute gradients using numerical differences. For the optimizer, we tried both

Conjugate Gradients [PR69; She94] and BFGS [NW06] as optimization strategies,

which produced similar results and we report the BFGS results as it ran faster.

To parameterize our rigid-body transformation, we perform the optimization on

R7, with a translation t ∈ R3 and a quaternion q ∈ R4. Quaternions are well studied

in the context of optimization for rigid-body transformation [SN01; HK09]. As we

use numerical differences in our optimizer, we did not utilize methods the closed-form

gradients for quaternions [XXM16]. While many authors prefer the exponential

map for optimizing rigid-body transformations [TOM18], our experiments using the

rotation vector v = θv̂ ∈ R3 (with rotation angle θ around the unit vector v̂) produced

nearly identical results in our final registration result.

We performed these experiments on our mesh and point-derived Gaussian Mixture

Models, as well as two baselines. We implemented our own point-to-point Iterative

Closest Point (ICP) method [Pau92] and used an exiting implementation of Coherent

Point Drift (CPD) [MS10] from pyCPD [Kha19]. We adjusted pyCPD to run for 150

iterations to approximately match the run-time of our P2D GMM registration. ICP

we ran for up to 50,000 iterations, or until the improvement in mean matching error

was below 10−9. For consistency, all methods used in this chapter were implemented

in the Python programming language and only used the CPU.

4.6.2 Analysis of Mesh Registration

The results in Figure 4.6 demonstrate that our mesh-derived Gaussian Mixture Model

provides improved registration results when using P2D compared to the existing

baselines, ICP and CPD. Not only does our method produce better registration on

average, but it also demonstrates a better distribution of errors. Specifically, the small

difference between the median and mean errors shows that our method is less prone

to outliers. On the other hand, the point-based GMM P2D registration results had

outliers that dragged the mean towards the worst quartile of results. The randomly

initialized point-based GMM had a mean that was about three times that of its

median result, suggesting that some experiments produced results in the incorrect

local minima.
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4.6.3 Other 3D Models

We report results on additional 3D models in Table 4.1. For consistency, we decimated

each model to 1000 faces using [GH97] and then repeated our previous experiments

exactly (except that the registration results are now the average of 25 runs). The

likelihood column reports the per-sample average log-likelihood of ground truth,

where larger numbers are better. The translation and rotation errors are reported as

a percentage of the error obtained by ICP registration. In all our experiments, the

mesh-based GMM always outperformed the point-based one, often significantly.

Model Likelihood
(larger is
better)

Translation
Error
(% of
ICP)

Rotation
Error
(% of
ICP)

points mesh points mesh points mesh

Armadillo -14.6 -12.2 127 37 161 33

Bunny 7.6 8.2 50 28 41 17

Dragon 6.9 7.6 68 25 40 19

Happy 7.3 8.2 101 27 85 27

Lucy -21.5 -18.3 95 23 122 35

Table 4.1: Results of repeating the experiments in Figures 4.3 and 4.6 on mulitple
models from [Lev+05]. All experiments used k-means initialization and K = 100.
Details in Sec. 4.6.3.

4.6.4 Visual Odometry

Our proposed method can be also used for improved models of partial view observa-

tions, such as those seen in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). In this

case, the geometric primitives used represent not the exact surface, as with our mesh

experiment above, but instead an uncertainty region for each 3D measurement.

We performed experiments using a GMM distribution-to-distribution (D2D) reg-

istration method for visual odometry [TOM18], reproducing an experiment on an RGB-

D dataset sequence from the TUM dataset (freiburg3 long office household) [Stu+12].
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We are able to incorporate structural information into the fitting of the Gaussian

Mixture Models by adding depth uncertainty information around each 3D point and

applying equation 4.13 during GMM fitting. The results are shown in Figure 4.7.

For our registration experiments, we first subsampled the depth images to 160×120
resolution before performing frame-to-frame registration over the 2510 frame sequence.

The ICP method used our aforementioned point-to-point ICP method over 2,500

points randomly sampled from each point cloud (selected to roughly match the

run-time performance of our method). The GMM method fit a K = 100 GMM to

the point cloud using our uncertainty model, and performed registration using a D2D

metric [TOM18]. We used the determinant-free method as it was much faster in our

re-implementation. Additionally, our implementation used numerical gradients and

BFGS [NW06] as the optimizer.

In this case, our primitive model was simple one, a rectangle representing the

size of each 3D measurement in the X and Y axes of the camera. This generated a

trajectory with absolute translational error RMSE of 0.878m, a small improvement

(2.4%) over the 0.899m APE produced from building GMMs without uncertainty

primitives. Additionally, we found that D2D registration time was 22% faster when

using GMMs built from primitives.

4.7 Conclusion

We have shown how to build Gaussian Mixture Models by incorporating structural

information into their Expectation Maximization algorithm. We demonstrate theo-

retical and empirical equivalence with traditional techniques, along with providing a

fast approximation to our proposed method. By using the covariance structure from

the triangles of a mesh, we are able to build GMM models more quickly, robustly

and to higher quality. Additionally, these models provide an improved result in

3D registration. For a theoretical understanding of how geometric structures, point

samples, and integrals interact, our product integral derivation provides a model that

is invariant to resampling (such as triangles being merged or split while retaining

the same overall 3D structure). We believe that chapter demonstrates that using

structural information can lead to methods that are faster, more robust, and more

lead to improved performance.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of fitting metrics. After fitting a 50 mixture GMM
to 100,000 points randomly sampled from the res4 Stanford bunny, different log-
likelihood expressions are compared. Triangle refers to the equation 4.8, while
Centroid refers to using only the triangle centroids, while Area × Centroid refers to
using our approximation in eq. 4.5. The results are on the res4 variant of the Stanford
bunny, which has 948 faces and 453 vertices. The remaining bars show results using
different numbers of points sampled from the mesh surface. The y-axis shows the
sum of individual Gaussian component log-likelihoods (

∑∑
log(x)), equivalent to

the lower-bound obtained from Jensen’s inequality. The horizontal line shows the
result of using all the points, our best approximation of the correct answer.
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Figure 4.3: GMMs fit to different data-types of the low-res Stanford Bunny.
The graphs show fitting fidelity of the converged model. The dashed lines use triangle
likelihood estimates, while the solid lines use traditional point loss. Exact refers
to the M-step derived in eq. 4.9 & 4.10, while Approx refers to only using eq. 4.5.
The results are on the res4 variant of the Stanford bunny, which has 948 faces and
453 vertices. Evaluation is performed by evaluating the likelihood of 50,000 points
sampled from the res4 Stanford bunny.
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Figure 4.4: GMMs fit to different input formats of the Stanford Bunny.
The graphs show fitting fidelity of the convered Gaussian Mixture Model. The dashed
lines use eq. 4.9,4.10, while the solid lines use traditional point loss. The results
are on the Stanford bunny, which has been simplified to ≈ 1000 triangles or points
respectively with two different methods each. Random or Poisson disc sampling
[CCS12], and with either clustering [RB93] or quadric-error decimation [GH97]. See
Fig. 4.5 for visual examples of these formats. Evaluation is performed by evaluating
the likelihood of a high-resolution point cloud sampled from the original Stanford
bunny.
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(a) Stanford Bunny (b) Random Samples
(c) Clustering Deci-
mated [RB93]

(d) Points GMM
(K = 100)

(e) Dense Sampled
(f) Poisson Disc Sam-
pled [CCS12]

(g) Quadric Deci-
mated [GH97]

(h) Mesh GMM (K =
100)

Figure 4.5: Examples of different input and output representations for the Stanford
Bunny
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Figure 4.6: Registration results on the Stanford Bunny, following the experimental
setup described in in [EKK18]. The experimental conditions for these tests are
described in Section 4.6. We plot the results of 250 random rigid deformations. We
show the actual data, along with a box and whisker plot showing the median and
its confidence interval; the mean is plotted as a larger dot. mesh and points are
the results of maximizing the likelihood of a set of points (N=453) against our fit
Gaussian Mixture models (K=100). The mesh result uses our proposed method,
fitting a GMM to the mesh triangles, while points shows the results of fitting a
GMM to the mesh vertices (N=453). icp is our implementation of point-to-point
ICP [Pau92], and cpd [MS10] is from pyCPD [Kha19]. Model size refers to the length
of the diagonal of the model’s bounding box, and we report our results in percent (so
all reported methods have position error, on average, better than 1.1% of the model
size). Some methods have outliers that converged to the wrong local minima, and
hence have a very large mean relative to their distribution.
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Figure 4.7: Top-down view of trajectories generated using different registration
methods for visual odometry. The GMMmethod uses a per-pixel uncertainty primitive
during GMM fitting. The ICP method is pt2pt ICP [Pau92]. Runtime for both
methods was similar. For details, see Section 4.6.4. For additional baselines and
experiments on this dataset see [TOM18].
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Chapter 5

Discovering Multiple Algorithm

Configurations

This chapter focuses on leveraging the variance seen during the black box tuning of

algorithms across a dataset. We use this variance to find a partition of the dataset

where different datapoints may prefer different types of configurations. This lets us

explore properties of the dataset, under the view of algorithms trying to perform well

across the entire dataset. This chapter is largely similar to our published manuscript

on the topic [KH23a].

5.1 Introduction

Autonomous integrated systems often depend on a multitude of algorithms interacting

with each other and their external environment. Despite the recent popularity of

deep, end-to-end trained models [Ope+19], robotic systems often depend on hand-

designed algorithms in several parts of the processing stack. They include motion

planning [Col+14], algorithms involved in sensing [Kes+17] and simultaneous location

and mapping [EKC16]. As systems become more sophisticated, they often accumulate

more methods and with them, more parameters that need to be set and configured

by the system designers.

Often the developers of these methods can discover viable configurations by hand

but leave many settings open to configuration by eventual users. Intuitively, these
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can include settings can control smoothing, performance and run-time. Ideal settings

in noise-free environments can vary dramatically from those required in noisy settings.

Likewise, different configurations may exist for optimal online and offline performance.

Tuning such settings to work well in a deployment environment remains a challenge

for many autonomous systems. Without proper tuning, components that are expected

to be reliable may unexpectedly fail.

While it is possible to tune settings by hand, it is also possible to use automated

methods to find potential configurations. In classic computer science literature, this

was done to optimize runtime performance [Ric76] and was known as the algorithm

selection (or configuration) problem. Researchers have shown how automated tuning

can quickly and robustly improve the performance of even common tools such as

compilers [Ans+14]. In an era with many benchmarks [GLU12; MG15; Sch+14] and

challenge competitions [Kro+18], algorithm tuning is performed on a validation set

made to approximate the performance of the final test set, and ensure the best possible

performance for proposed techniques. To demonstrate consistency and generalizability,

researchers often report performance under a single configuration.

Considering multiple configurations can greatly expand the applicability of a

particular method [Mak+21]. In the case of multi-objective optimization, a Pareto set

exists, where progress on any one objective regresses performance on another objective.

As such, providing multiple configurations is often done by hardware vendors [Kes+17],

and selecting between multiple configurations in robotics is also well studied [HK17b;

HK17a; HK18], along with selecting from ensembles of solvers [CAS15] and motion-

planners [Tal+16].

In this work, we propose to discover multiple viable configurations while an

algorithm configuration is being automatically tuned over a dataset by some black-

box optimizer [Han16; LH16]. By noticing correlations between data in response

to new configurations, we detect multiple algorithm modes. Working in algorithm

configuration space enables generalization across several problem domains, as they do

not depend on domain specific features. This allows our method, with fixed settings,

to show benefits in multiple application areas (see Section 5.4). We show how multiple

modes can be found online (Section 5.3.5) and how they can be used to guard against

outliers (Section 5.4.2).
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5.2 Related Work

There is a long history of work in algorithm configuration and related areas. Originally

studied for performance optimization [Ric76], algorithm configuration has been well

studied in the SAT solver community [Ans+15]. These extensions include large

evaluations [Han+21], taxonomies of methods [Sch+22] and methods which adapt

the algorithm configuration over a series of time-steps [Eim+21; YDB21; Adr+22],

assuming the algorithms used have different temporal properties.

Since robotics applications and datasets are reasonably expensive operations

(compared to purely synthetic tasks), our work is related to work on extremely few

function evaluations, typically on the order of 100 [Ans+21]. Typically this is studied

in the Machine Learning community as hyperparameter search, finding configurations

for ideal neural network configuration and training [Kot+19; LH16].

Our work is most closely related to portfolio-based algorithm configuration litera-

ture [Ley+03; GM04; LNS09]. These methods often design a different configuration

for each instance of the problem in their dataset (e.g. each data example) [MS09;

XHL10; Kad+10]. Similar to our work, they cluster methods into groups. However,

their clusters are derived from domain-specific feature spaces, while we use the re-

sponse of the instances to new configurations. Our use of domain-specific features

is limited to test time deployment, using supervised training to target our obtained

algorithm configuration clusters.

In the Machine Learning community, the problem of coreset discovery [MBL19]

is related to our approach. Coreset discovery finds representative examples from a

dataset to focus training time on a subset of the data. Most related, methods exist

for online discovery of such sets [Yoo+22]. Of note, our contribution is orthogonal

to coreset research, as our method could benefit from coreset methods, which would

serve to give us a smaller subset of data to evaluate at each iteration. Specifically,

coreset methods for clustering [BLK17] could enable more function evaluation steps

in a fixed budget of time and give better resulting minima.

In computer vision, some recent work has explored estimating algorithm con-

figurations for classic algorithms on a local level, operating on patches within an

image [Wro21].
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5.3 Method

Our approach consists of evaluating algorithm configurations from a black box

optimizer (Section 5.3.2) across a dataset of examples for the given algorithm (Algo-

rithm 1). Building upon this baseline, we propose three methods of partitioning the

data during optimization: Post hoc (Algorithm 2), Staged (Algorithm 3), and Online

(Algorithm 4).

For our experiments, we always use two partitions, even when there are more

known modes (Section 5.4.1). This avoids exploring the area of instance-specific

algorithm configuration and minimizes our risk of overfitting to the dataset and

overstating our performance. We typically report results between the initialization

(the known defaults for an algorithm) and the oracle. Our oracle is defined as awarding

the best known configuration for each individual datum across all optimization runs.

5.3.1 Partitioning

The optimal partition for a given number of partitions K, with M algorithm configu-

rations over N datapoints can be formulated via 0-1 Integer Linear Programming

where ci,j corresponds to the quality of datum i with configuration j.

min ci,j xi,j

subject to

xi,j ∈ {0, 1}
M∑
j=1

xi,j = 1

M∑
j=1

⊮

[
(

N∑
i=1

xi,j) > 0

]
≤ K

One can also exhaustively evaluate all
(
M
K

)
partitions. Our experiments do

exhaustive evaluation for K = 2 (as with all results in this chapter) and use the

optimization formulation with larger numbers of partitions. We solve the optimization
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problem with a recent solver [HH18] and implement the indicator variables using the

BigM modeling trick.

As an alternative, we evaluate using a clustering method such as k-Means [Scu10b]

on a normalized matrix X̃, where each row has zero mean and unit variance. Cluster

centers are in the space of the history of evaluated configurations and each row is a

datum’s response to the history of evaluated configurations. Clustering approaches

treat the algorithm configuration history as a feature and group results which behave

similarly, but may not be optimally partitioned.

5.3.2 Black Box Optimizer

Our method is generic to the choice of black box optimizer, also known as gradient-

free optimization. For example, one could use random search, which is known to

be a strong baseline in higher dimensional optimization [Gol+17]. On the other

extreme, if one has expensive function evaluations, one could fit a surrogate function

to the data and optimize its expected minima, as is done in Bayesian Optimization

[Fra18]. Effective black box optimizers in practice often combine a plethora of

optimizers [Ans+14; RT18].

We use CMA-ES, an evolutionary method with a multivariate Gaussian model [Han16].

CMA-ES is known for algorithm configuration search in robotics [Zha+17] and is

widely used in other algorithm configuration comparisons [Eim+21]. CMA-ES is

convenient in only requiring an initial configuration and a σ in parameter space.

When tuning existing algorithms, reasonable prior configurations are often available.

Approaches which focus on modeling a bounded volume [Fra18; RT18]) can be

wasteful. All of our parameter search is for non-negative parameters, so we transform

our search space with log(x) to perform unconstrained optimization, making our

search operate on order-of-magnitude scale for all parameters.

5.3.3 Post hoc Partitioning

The post hoc method is simple and straightforward: perform black box on the dataset

as a whole, noting each datum’s response to each configuration. Afterwards, partition

the data following Section 5.3.1. This approach allows clearest evaluation against the

non-partitioned CMA-ES baseline, which it outperforms in all of our experiments.
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Algorithm 2 outlines the Post hoc method in detail. As a method with no change in

exploration, it can be be run on existing single mode optimization or simply using

coherently evaluated random configurations [Gol+17], as in Section 5.4.6.

5.3.4 Staged Partitioning

In staged partitioning, we spend half of the function evaluations exploring the space

to find adequate minimia, and we spend half of the function evaluations exploiting

the discovered partitions in isolation. While the scale of a particular problem may

suggest different balance of exploration and exploitation stages, we use a ratio of 1
2

for our experiments. Algorithm 3 performs partitioning in the middle of optimization

and tunes the results for each partition. This enables more explicit exploitation of

the partitions, at the expense of less exploration time to find good partitions.

5.3.5 Online Partitioning

To balance exploration and exploitation in an online fashion, one could use a multi-

armed bandit. Algorithm 4 dynamically assigns data points to partitions during the

course of optimization. Since CMA-ES only evaluates relative order, we can readily

switch data assigned to each partition during the course of evaluation. For the online

method, we setup a multi-armed bandit (MAB) for each datum. Since our function

evaluations are unbounded, we use classic Thompson Sampling [Tho33; Rus+17]

with a Gaussian distribution. We perform one CMA-ES step to sample the space,

and use that to initialize the distributions for each arm of the bandits identically.

Each iteration, we sample a partition assignment for each bandit. That datum then

evaluates the configuration given by that optimizer and records its result for that arm.

The optimizers record the mean cost of the data assigned to them that iteration.

This approach allows us to simultaneously perform multiple optimizations and

partition assignments on the fly.

5.4 Experimental Results

We evaluate our approach on several application domains. We start with a synthetic

function whose structure and modes are known and is quick to evaluate. This
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Algorithm 1 Optimize algorithm configuration over a dataset

Require: x0 Initial Configuration
Require: f1...N(x) dataset queries for algorithm
Require: M Maximum number of function evaluations
1: procedure Optimize(x0, f1...N(x),M)
2: for i← 1 to N do
3: xi ← Optimizer Candidate()
4: for j ← 1 to N do ▷ Evaluate all data
5: Xi,j ← fj(xi)
6: end for
7: gi ← Mean(Xi)
8: Optimizer Tell(gi) ▷ Report average
9: end for

10: Yi ← Mean(Xi,j) ▷ Per configuration scores
11: x ← xargmin(Yi) ▷ Best configuration
12: end procedure

Algorithm 2 Finding modes with post hoc partitioning

Require: K Number of partitions
Ensure: x1..K Per partition configurations
Ensure: c1..N Per datum partition assignments
1: procedure Posthoc(x0, f1...N(x),M,K)
2: Optimize(x0, f1...N(x),M)
3: cj ← Partition(XT , K) ▷ Get partitions for data
4: Yk ← Mean(Xi,(cj=k)) ▷ Per partition scores
5: xk ← xargmin(Yk) ▷ Configuration for partitions
6: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Finding modes with staged partitioning

1: procedure Staged(x0, f1...N ,M,K)
2: Post hoc(x0, f1...N(x),

M
2
, K)

3: for k ← 1 to K do ▷ Separate optimization
4: Optimize(x0, fcj=k(x),

M
2
)

5: end for
6: end procedure
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Algorithm 4 Finding modes with online partitioning

1: procedure Online(x0, f1...N ,M,K)
2: Bk ← Bandit(N) ▷ K arms for each datum
3: OPTk ← Optimizer() ▷ K optimizers
4: for i← 1 to M do
5: for j ← 1 to N do
6: bj ← Bandit Pull(Bj) ▷ Sample bandit
7: end for
8: for m← 1 to K do ▷ Separate Evaluation
9: xi,k ← OPTkCandidate()
10: yi,k ←Mean(fbj=k(xi,k))
11: OPTkTell(yi,k)
12: end for
13: end for
14: cj ← Best Arm(Bj)
15: yk ← Best Config(OPTk)
16: end procedure

enables us to characterize our different methods of finding partitions. We then

proceed to show successful benefits to robotics methods like stereoscopic depth

generation [Kes+17], differentiable rendering [KH22], motion planning [Lav98], and

visual odometry [EKC16].

5.4.1 Synthetic Function

A synthetic function allows us to characterize our methods across arbitrary many

dimensions and modes. Our synthetic function has K modes, each the sum of N

hard-to-optimize functions, leading to a simulation of KN data points. We use four

hard-to-optimize functons: Ackley, Griewank, Rastrigin, Zakharov (for details of

these functions and their visualizations see [Lv+18]), and rescale them to have a

minima of value zero, a random rotation, and to have a maximum value of around one

near the minima. This paradigm and these functions can be generated in arbitrary

many dimensions, allowing us to understand how these partitioning methods scale as

algorithm hyper-parameters scale from two to forty dimensions.

For the synthetic function optimization, the staged method works best across most

dimensions and number of function evaluations. Close behind, especially with fewer
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evaluations, is the post hoc method. In contrast, our online bandit method is typically

only slightly better than the single mode baseline. Of note is that all methods begin

to perform better with hundreds of function evaluations, suggesting that the improved

performance of the partitioning may come from improved efficiency in low numbers

of evaluations, and not the multi-modal nature of the synthetic function.

5.4.2 Dense Stereo Matching

Robotics applications often use stereoscopic depth sensors. Here we optimize the

performance a classic Dense Stereo Matching method, namely Semi-Global Block

Matching (SGBM) [Hir08] as implemented by OpenCV [Bra00]. We obtain 47 image

pairs by combining the Middlebury 2014 and 2021 Stereo datasets [Sch+14]. We

split the data into 23 training examples and 24 test examples, shown in Section 5.4.2.

The algorithm settings control the regularization of the SGBM algorithm, the post-

processing filters used to cleanup the data, and the block size used for initial matching.

Results of the four methods on the training set are shown in Fig. 5.5.

In deploying the discovered configurations to new data, we show the efficacy of a

simple supervised classifier. The classifier used is k-nearest neighbors with a k = 1,

returning the partition index to be used. We use a pre-trained neural network’s top

level feature space as the feature space. Specifically we use SqueezeNet 1.1 [Ian+16]

pre-trained on ImageNet in PyTorch [Pas+19] and its 512 dimensional space for

images.

The test set performance is improved with partitioning, as shown in Fig. 5.6c with

quantitative estimates and Fig. 5.6b with two qualitative examples from the test set.

We find that the optimal hyperparameter configuration typically focuses on

regularization and filtering. The first configuration usually has less regularization,

but a more aggressive filter to discard bad matches, while the second configuration

has more regularization and less aggressive filters to discard bad data.

5.4.3 Differentiable Rendering

We optimize the parameters of a recent differentiable renderer [KH22]. Our dataset

includes 20 sequences from the KITTI odometry dataset [GLU12] and 20 synthetic

shapes. The KITTI sequences use k-Means to build a quick model of 10 consecutive
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LIDAR frames, from the center of the scene looking out. In contrast, the synthetic

sequences all have the object densely in front camera. The differentiable render has

four hyperparameters, two controlling the sharpness of the silhouettes, one controlling

surface smoothness and one controlling how opaque objects are. We optimize all four

for depth and silhouette accuracy, similar to the original paper.

In rendering, the optimizer is unable to find a better single mode configuration

than the initialization. However, all proposed methods show a statistically significant

improvement over the baseline, with the staged method performing the best. In

addition, we report the ability of the methods to properly partition the disparate

datasets in Fig. 5.7a.

5.4.4 Motion Planning

We evaluate a popular motion planning method, Informed RRT* [GSB14] in the

Sampling-Based Motion Planner Testing Environment [Lai21]. We setup three start-

goal pairs for three testing environments. We use the geometric mean of runtime (as

estimated by the number of expanded notes) and performance (as estimated by the

quality of the first found solution). This balance of runtime and quality is essential

to obtaining an interested configuration. Results are shown in Fig. 5.8, with only

the post hoc method outperforming the baseline. Other methods perform poorly,

and we suspect the problem is insufficient samples and lack of exploration in the

online and staged methods; especially as RRT*-based planners are stochastic, making

evaluations noisy.

We find that the optimal partition finds different parameters focused on the goal

sampling frequency (0.2 and 0.3; single mode 0.26) and the rewiring radius (1500

vs 7500; single mode 6000). Of our three start/goal pairs in each of three different

environments, optimal partitioning typically grouped one environment together.

We also performed some experiments with RRdT* [LRF19], which we report

briefly report. Often, one partition would focus on a configuration that frequently

spawned new trees, while the other focused on expanding existing trees.

As it is unclear how to parameterize motion planning goals and environments for

supervised classification, we were unable to do experiments on a hold-out test set.
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5.4.5 Visual Odometry

We perform experiments on a subset of the TUM VI Visual-Inertial Dataset [Sch+18]

using DM-VIO [SC22]. DM-VIO has many parameters but we focus on five (points,

immature points, min frames, max frames, max optimization steps). TUM VI has 5

environments, and we select the third sequence from each environment as our dataset.

We prioritize a geometric mean of runtime (frame time) and quality (best-aligned

absolute pose error [Gru17]), while penalizing trajectories which do not complete

successfully. Results are shown in Fig. 5.9. Reliably, the algorithm partitions a

separate configuration for all but the slide3 sequence, which includes fast motion

through a closed pipe. The slides partition is the best single mode, while the

alternative partition uses fewer points (100 vs 350) and fewer frames (2-4 vs 3-5) as

it does not need to handle the difficult high-velocity, highly occluded sequence.

As our VO partitions depend on properties of the sequence, we were unable

to construct a reasonable test set based on the first frame. Instead, our multiple

configurations may be used in on-the-fly configuration selection [HK17a],

5.4.6 Commercial Depth Sensor

Lastly, we demonstrate our partitioning method on a Intel RealSense D435 [Kes+17]

and its 35 parameters for estimating depth. We generate a set of 500 randomly

configurations. We evaluate all configurations on 10 scenes, for which we have

collected their pseudo ground truths using a moving laser pattern [Kes+17]. We

partition the configurations using the post hoc method. Results for four scenes are

shown in Fig. 5.10.

The optimal K = 2 partition included the best single mode configuration as

well, allowing us to show it and the alternative configuration. The single mode

configuration produced small holes, but dense results outdoors. While the alternative

configuration produced smoother, denser walls in indoor environments in exchange

for more artifacts outdoors.
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5.5 Discussion

Many algorithms in robotics operate in environments with multiple modes. These

natural partitions are easy to understand, and can be discovered naturally by analyzing

how different datums respond to different algorithm configurations. The modes were

found because they affected algorithm response, not because they happened to be

grouped together in some domain-specific feature space.

All the proposed methods for partitioning show some efficacy. Across the board,

the post hoc method works well. This is likely due our extremely small number

of evaluations for algorithm configuration [Ans+21], leading to more benefits for

exploration. The online method typically performs poorly in this setting and it is

possible that more sophisticated bandit algorithms [MG17b] could perform better.

Our experiments focused on two partitions for all methods. Even when prob-

lems had more modes by construction, two partitions were able to clearly improve

performance.

5.6 Conclusion

Automatically finding modes during the course of algorithm configuration is a viable

way to improve algorithm performance in several different areas of robotics. More

study is needed to understand what typical algorithm modes exist and how such

modal configurations might be used long-term deployed autonomous systems.
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5. Discovering Multiple Algorithm Configurations

Figure 5.1: Typical Algorithm Optimization can be seen as factorized and
visualized as different configuration results for each individual datum. This chapter
focuses on leveraging this variance in quality to find different modes in the dataset,
potentially corresponding to different points on the Pareto front.
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Figure 5.2: Partitioned Configurations. Instead of finding a single algorithm
configuration for an entire dataset, we partition the dataset during the process of
optimization and find a different configuration for each partition.
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Figure 5.3: Greedy and Optimal Partitioning vs K-Means Clustering on
stereoscopic depth optimization. Greedy maximizes the marginal value of new
configurations.
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Figure 5.4: Synthetic Function Partitioning (Section 5.4.1). Graphs shows the
quality of the best found minima for all methods, between the initial configuration
and an oracle. Shaded regions indicate standard error of the mean.
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Figure 5.5: Dense Stereo Matching Partitioning quality on the training set. The
posthoc and staged methods perform well while the online method is indistinguishable
from CMA-ES.
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Cluster 1 Cluster 2
Test Images

(a) Middlebury Stereo Data with training data shown as partitioned by our staged
method after 250 evaluations. The test set is shown with the predicted classification colors
for each image.

Left Image #1 Config ( =0.49) #2 Config ( =0.55)

Left Image #1 Config ( =1.73) #2 Config ( =1.40)

(b) Qualitative examples of test set results with our classifier correctly assigning
the better configuration to each example. Disparity error shown in parenthesis for each
configuration and example.
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(c) Test set performance based on the configurations preferred by our supervised classifier
described in Section 5.4.2.

Figure 5.6: Dense Stereo Matching Test Set Performance.
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(a) Partitioning Accuracy in splitting the KITTI data from synthetic data in Section 5.4.3.
All methods show some success.
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(b) Differentiable Renderer Partitioning hyper-parameter optimization for depth and
silhouette fidelity. Section 5.4.3. In this case, reasonable defaults restrict the progress of
the baseline while the exploitation-focused staged optimization performs best.

Figure 5.7: Differentiable Renderer Experiments
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Figure 5.8: Motion Planner Partitioning on a set of environments and planar
planning tasks. Section 5.4.4 for details.
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Corridor Magistrale Outdoors Room Slide

(a) Partitioned TUM-VI Visual Odometry Dataset
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(b) Post-hoc clustering improves DM-VIO performance.

Figure 5.9: Visual-Inertial Odometry Experiments
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Single mode ( =0.88) Alternative ( =0.78)

Single mode ( =1.22) Alternative ( =1.02)

Single mode ( =0.68) Alternative ( =1.18)

Single mode ( =1.17) Alternative ( =1.31)

Figure 5.10: Intel RealSense D435 Partitioning with 500 randomly generated
configurations on 10 scenes. Two are shown, with both configurations (and its error).
Section 5.4.6.
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Chapter 6

Optimizing From Pairwise User

Preferences

This chapter focuses on a method for black box tuning of classic algorithms based solely

on user preferences. This is largely similar to parts of published manuscript [Kes+23],

which was done in collaboration with others. The publication contains additional

experiments and results on social navigation which may be interested to readers, but

the content in this chapter focuses just on its contributions to this thesis.

This approach was developed to efficiently tune the 35 parameters in the Intel

RealSense depth camera ASIC to achieve better performance. Tuning stereoscopic

depth cameras based on ground truth can be difficult, as good edge performance is

hard to formalize, since half of all horizontal edges for a stereo depth camera can only

be annotated as edges between missing data and foreground objects (due to occlusion

regions).

Instead, in this chapter, we show how a modern variant of Random Optimiza-

tion [Mát65] called CMA-ES [Han16] can naturally tune algorithms based on user

preferences with the appropriate interface, as shown in Fig. 6.1. This draws on similar

inspiration as the recent approaches for Reinforcement Learning from Human Feed-

back [Chr+17; Mac+17], widely used in Large Language Models (LLMs) [Tou+23].
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Pairwise User Eval

Sorted Candidates
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Parameters
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Configuration 
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the proposed approach for tuning algorithms based on
user preferences.

6.1 Method

Our method is designed for finding argminx f(x), x ∈ Rd, where users select either

f(xi) ≤ f(xj) or f(xi) ≥ f(xj) and there is no access to ∇f(x). This represents a
d dimensional optimization over a series of configurations x1...N : f(x) captures user

preferences, and x typically represents the configuration parameters for an algorithm.

We call our method SortCMA, since it builds on top of two well-studied techniques:

Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [Han16] and sorting

methods [MG17a].

CMA-ES is a well-known, successful black-box optimization method [Han+21],

especially effective when few function evaluations are available [Ans+21]. CMA-ES

has been shown to be robust and efficient enough to optimize robotic systems with

humans in the loop where the optimization criteria is a continuous metric [Zha+17].

Pairwise sorting is a classic O(n log n) algorithm with many implementations. For

our results, we use Timsort. Extensions to other sorting techniques, such as radix

sort, approach direct access to f(x), and our method would be identical to traditional

CMA-ES.
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SortCMA is a modified interface to CMA-ES that replaces direct evaluation of

f(x) with calling a user-querying sort function. The sort’s key function is a user

interface that returns the user’s preferred selection of f(xi) ≤ f(xj) or f(xi) ≥ f(xj).

After g generations, when the user is satisfied with the quality, they terminate the

optimization and perform g − 1 pairwise comparisons to select the final, optimal

result.

SortCMA and CMA-ES [Han16] are initialized with a mean m0 ∈ Rd, step size

σ0 and positive semi-definite covariance matrix C0 ∈ Rd×d (typically I). For each

generation of the optimization, a set of λ ≥ 2 offspring are sampled:

xi+1
k ∼mi + σiN

(
0,Ci

)
, k = 1...λ. (6.1)

CMA-ES evaluates all f(xi+1
k ), k = 1...λ, and performs a sorting to assign weights

w1 ≥ w2 ≥ ... ≥ wλ, where better f(xk) are assigned larger weights. Weights are

defined as

wk = log

(
λ+ 1

2

)
− log(k), k = 1...λ (6.2)

After assigning larger weights to better f(xk), either via evaluation and sorting

(CMA-ES) or direct sorting based on pairwise user evaluation (SortCMA), mi+1, σi+1,

and Ci+1 are generated using established CMA-ES update rules [Han16]. The step

size (σ) is updated to control the overall exploration rate, and the covariance matrix

is adapted to guide the search along favorable vectors in parameter space.

We use pycma [Han+23], transform any strictly positive parameters with f(x) =

log(x) for unbounded optimization, and use an initial σ = 0.2.

6.2 Tuning a Stereoscopic Depth Sensor

Many robots use the widely available Intel RealSense sensors [Kes+17]. The D435 is

a stereoscopic depth camera that uses an ASIC-implemented depth algorithm [Hir08],

along with a laser [Nis84] for projecting additional texture.

While it is possible to tune stereo algorithms with existing datasets [Sch+14] or

on existing camera hardware with pseudo-ground truth [KH23a], these approaches

can often be lacking. In particular, real scenes will often contain pixels which are

not annotated due to surface properties (specularity, transparency, etc.) or exist
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around edges and stereo occluded regions. Additionally, practical usage makes this a

multi-objective optimization, balancing depth accuracy, fill rate and outliers (which

often appear in unannotated regions).

Instead, we show how a rich scene can be optimized with SortCMA based on, and

for, user preferences. This allows optimization without designing a multi-objective

loss.

6.2.1 Sensor Setup

The RealSense depth algorithm has 35 parameters that control the properties of the

algorithm implemented in hardware. The parameters control regularization of the

matching algorithm and checks that ensure invalid results are discarded. By modifying

these parameters, users can greatly impact the properties and characteristics of the

data. While the vendor provides several example configurations for how to configure

the sensor, they do not behave well in all environments. To showcase this, we set up

a scene of rich objects where the default parameters (and all other vendor-provided

parameter sets) produce clear artifacts around depth discontinuities which could be

undesirable.

We tune the depth generation for the same scene under two conditions. First, the

laser emitter is enabled and dense, and high quality results are expected. In the second,

the laser emitter is turned off, resulting in a difficult environment that resembles how

the stereo system behaves under sunlight or at distance. These parameters are tuned

directly from user preferences, without having to meticulously collect ground truth of

the target scene [Sch+14].

6.2.2 Visual Tuning Results

The results of running SortCMA on tuning a stereo depth sensor for good edge

performance are shown in Fig. 6.2. In both active and passive settings, we tune the

algorithm with the default CMA-ES population size and perform optimization over

15 generations. Many approaches to pairwise optimization are unsuitable baselines

in this context, as they depend on a reasonable reward function to model the final

choice, but this reward function is unavailable.
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We annotated four areas of interest for seeing differences between configurations:

a large V shape, a hole in a woodcut, a close left mug handle and a further right mug

handle.

For stereo matching with projected texture, the initial defaults (Fig. 6.2b) struggle

with the V shape, inpaint the woodcut hole, and cannot obtain any depth inside

the left mug handle. In tuning the settings (Fig. 6.2c), we were able to resolve the

V shape, obtain better detail around the mug, and reject bad matches inside the

woodcut, all without negatively affecting other parts of the scene. Optimization was

quick: by the fourth generation, all samples had a clear V shape. By the sixth, the

handle was sharply resolved. The last five generations mainly balanced density and

outliers.

For passive stereo matching, the defaults are highly inpainted (Fig. 6.2e) across all

four selected regions of interest. The tuned settings (Fig. 6.2f) resolve sharp, detailed

edges at the expense of dense infill in the white background areas. In this difficult

case, it took five batches to obtain a clear V shape, and about ten batches until

tradeoffs were tested.

In both cases, it took about 30 minutes of tuning to get our final results, producing

potentially much better configurations in a given environment. For users with

particular requirements for their depth data, this could broaden and enhance the

utility of commercial hardware.

6.3 Conclusion

This chapter shows how effective user preferences can be for optimization, even in a

gradient-free, expensive evaluation context. In under an hour, it is possible to obtain

good configurations that exhibit desirable and desirable properties (like good edge

performance) that existing shipped configurations do not exhibit.

The use of a Gaussian prior for parameter optimization [Mát65] can be particularly

effective for tuning of existing algorithms. In certain applications, it may be much

easier to sample good algorithm configurations than to learn a reward function that

models human preferences.
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(a) Active Input (b) Active Defaults (c) Active Tuned

(d) Passive Input (e) Passive Defaults (f) Passive Tuned

Figure 6.2: Tuning RealSense D435 Stereo Matching As described in Section 6.2,
we use our optimizer to tune the 35 parameters that control depth generation on a
commercial depth camera. The target user preference was for more precise disconti-
nuities. The top row demonstrates dense matching with projected texture [Kes+17;
Nis84; Kon10], while the bottom row lacks texture.
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Chapter 7

Learning the Value of Academic

Venues

We present a method for automatically organizing and evaluating the quality of

different publishing venues in Computer Science. This is largely similar to our

published manuscript on the topic [Kes19], The motivation was to find an accessible,

robust way to quantify academic productivity that could be easily run and reproduced

(in contrast to citation metrics, which require processing all published literature for

counts).

Since this method only requires paper publication data as its input, we can

demonstrate our method on a large portion of the DBLP dataset, spanning 50 years,

with millions of authors and thousands of publishing venues. By formulating venue

authorship as a regression problem and targeting metrics of interest, we obtain

venue scores for every conference and journal in our dataset. The obtained scores

can also provide a per-year model of conference quality, showing how fields develop

and change over time. Additionally, these venue scores can be used to evaluate

individual academic authors and academic institutions. We show that using venue

scores to evaluate both authors and institutions produces quantitative measures that

are comparable to approaches using citations or peer assessment. In contrast to many

other existing evaluation metrics, our use of large-scale, openly available data enables

this approach to be repeatable and transparent.
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Figure 7.1: Results from our method, demonstrating differences and changes in
conference quality over time in various subfields. These graphs includes size and year
normalization and are the result of combining multiple different metrics of interest.

7.1 Introduction

There exist many tools to evaluate professional academic scholarship. For example

Elseiver’s Scorpus provides many author-level and journal-level metrics to measure

the impact of scholars and their work [Col+10; SM17]. Other publishers, such as the

Public Library of Science, provide article-level metrics for their published work [Fen13].

Large technology companies, such as Google and Microsoft provide their own publicly

available metrics for scholarship [But11]. Even independent research institutes, such

as the Allen Institute’s Semantic Scholar [Amm+18], manage their own corpus and

metrics for scholarly productivity. However, these author-based metrics (often derived

from citation measurements) can be inconsistent, even across these large, established

providers [SD18].

In this work, we propose a method for evaluating a comprehensive collection of

published academic work by using an external evaluation metric. By taking a large

collection of papers and using only information about their publication venue, who

wrote them, and when, we provide a largely automated way of discovering not only

venue’s value. Further, we also develop a system for automatic organization of venues.

This is motivated by the desire for an open, reproducible, and objective metric that

is not subject to some of the challenges inherent to citation-based methods [SD18;

BD08; GG17].

We accomplish this by setting up a linear regression from a publication record

to some metric of interest. We demonstrate three valid regression targets: status as
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a faculty member (a classification task), awarded grant amounts, and salaries. By

using DBLP [Ley02] as our source of publication data, NSF grants as our source of

awards, University of California data for salaries, and CSRankings [Ber18] for faculty

affiliation status, we’re able to formulate these as large data regression tasks, with

design matrix dimensions on the order of a million in each dimension. However, since

these matrices are sparse, regression weights can be obtained efficiently on a single

laptop computer. Details of our method are explained in section 7.4.

We call our results venue scores and validate their performance in the tasks of

evaluating conferences, evaluating professors, and ranking universities. We show that

our venue scores correlate highly with other influence metrics, such as h-index [Hir05],

citations or highly-influential citations [VHE15]. Additionally, we show that university

rankings, derived from publication records correlate highly with both established rank-

ings [NR18; Edu18; Ran18] and with recently published quantitative metrics [Ber18;

Bla+18; Vuc+18; CAL15].

7.2 Related Work

Quantitative measures of academic productivity tend to focus on methods derived

from citation counts. By using citation count as the primary method of scoring a paper,

one can decouple an individual article from the authors who wrote it and the venue it

was published in. Then, robust citation count statistics, such as h-index [Hir05], can

be used as a method of scoring either individual authors, or a specific venue. Specific

critiques of h-index scores arose almost as soon as the h-index was published, ranging

from a claimed lack-of-utility [LJL06], to a loss of discriminatory power [Tol08].

Citations can also be automatically analyzed for whether or not they’re highly

influential to the citing paper, producing a ”influential citations” metric used by

Semantic Scholar [VHE15]. Even further, techniques from graph and network analysis

can be used to understand systematic relationships in the citation graph [Ber07].

Citation-based metrics can even be used to provide a ranking of different universi-

ties [Bla+18].

Citations-based metrics, despite their wide deployment in the scientometrics

community, have several problems. For one, citation behavior varies widely by

fields [BD08]. Additionally, citations often exhibits non-trivial temporal behav-
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ior [GG17], which also varies greatly by sub-field. These issues highly affect one’s

ability to compare across disciplines and produce different scores at different times.

Recent work suggests that citation-based metrics struggle to effectively capture a

venue’s quality with a single number [Wal17]. Comparing citation counts with statisti-

cal significance requires an order-of-magnitude difference in the citation counts [KH17],

which limits their utility in making fine-grained choices. This limitation may be

present in most measures of academic productivity [Sho57]. Despite these quality

issues, recent work [Vuc+18] has demonstrated that citation-based metrics can be

used to build a university ranking that correlates highly with peer assessment; we

show that our method provides a similar quality of correlation.

Our use of straightforward publication data (Section 7.3) enables a much simpler

model. This simplicity is key, as the challenges in maintaining good citation data

have resulted in the major sources of h-index scores being inconsistent with one

another [SD18].

While there exist many forms of ranking journals such as Eigenfactor [Ber07] or

SJR [Fal+08], these tend to focus on journal-level metrics while our work focuses on

all venues, including conferences.

7.2.1 Venue Metrics

We are not the first to propose that scholars and institutions can be ranked by

assigning scores to published papers[RT07]. However, in prior work the list of venues

is often manually curated and assigned equal credit, a trend that is true for studies

in 1990s [Gei+96] and their modern online versions [Ber18]. Instead, we propose a

method for obtaining automatic scores for each venue, and in doing so, requires no

manual curation of valid venues.

Previous work [YL07] has developed methods for ranking venues automatically,

generating unique scores based only on author data by labeling and propagating

notions of ”good” papers and authoritative authors. However, this work required a

manually curated seed of what good work is. It was only demonstrated to work on a

small sub-field of conferences, as new publication cliques would require new labeling

of ”good” papers. Recent developments in network-based techniques for ranking

venues have included citation information [ZW18], and are able to produce temporal
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models of quality. In contrast, our proposed model doesn’t require citation data to

produce sensible venue scores.

Our work, in some ways, is most similar to that of CSRankings [Ber18]. CSRank-

ings maintains a highly curated set of top-tier venues; venues selected for inclusion

are given 1 point per paper, while excluded venues are given 0 points. Additionally,

university rankings produced by CSRankings include a manually curated set of cat-

egories, and rankings are produced via a geometric mean over these categories. In

comparison, in this work, we produce unique scores for every venue and simply sum

together scores for evaluating authors and institutions.

In one of the formulations of our method, we use authors status as faculty (or not

faculty) to generate our venue scores. We are not alone in this line of analysis, as

recent work has demonstrated that faculty hiring information can be used to generate

university prestige rankings [CAL15].

Many existing approaches either focus only on journals [Fal+08], or do not have

their rankings available online. For our dataset, we do not have citation-level data

available, so we are unable to compare against certain existing methods on our dataset.

However, as these methods often deploy a variant of PageRank [Pag+99], we describe

a PageRank baseline in Section 7.6.1 and report its results.

7.3 Data

Our primary data is the dblp computer science bibliography [Ley02]. DBLP contains

millions of articles, with millions of authors across thousands of venues in Computer

Science. We produced the results in this paper by using the dblp-2019-01-01 snapshot.

We restricted ourselves to only consider conference and journal publications, skipping

books preprints, articles below 6 pages and over 100 pages. We also merged dblp

entries corresponding to the same conference. This lead to a dataset featuring

2,965,464 papers, written by 1,766,675 authors, across 11,255 uniquely named venues

and 50 years of publications (1970 through 2019).

Our first metric of interest is an individual’s status as a faculty member at a

university. For this, we used the faculty affiliation data from CSRankings [Ber18],

which are manually curated and contain hundreds of universities across the world

and about 15,000 professors. For evaluation against other university rankings, we
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used the ScholarRank [Vuc+18] data to obtain faculty affiliation, which contains a

more complete survey of American universities (including more than 50 not currently

included in CS Rankings). While CSRankings data is curated to have correct DBLP

names for faculty, the ScholarRank data does not. To obtain a valid affiliation, the

names were automatically aligned with fuzzy string matching, resulting in about 4,000

faculty with good seemingly unique DBLP names and correct university affiliation.

Although those two methods are manually curated, automatic surveys of faculty

affiliations have recently been demonstrated [MWC18].

Our second metric of interest was National Science Foundation grants, where we

used awards from 1970 until 2018. This data is available directly from the NSF [Fou18].

We adjusted award amounts using annual CPI inflation data. We restricted ourselves

to awards that had finite amount, where we could match at least half the Principal

Investigators on the grant to DBLP names and the grant was above $20,000. Award
amounts over 10 million dollars were clipped in a smooth way to avoid matching to a

few extreme outliers. This resulted in 407,012 NSF grants used in building our model.

Our third and final metric of interest was University of California salary data [Ins18].

This was inspired by a paper that predicted ACM/IEEE Fellowships for 87 professors

and used salary data [Noc+14]. We looked at professors across the entire University

of California system, matching their names to DBLP entries in an automated way.

We used the maximum salary amount for a given individual across the 2015, 2016 and

2017 datasets, skipping individuals making less than 120, 000 or over 800, 000 dollars.

This resulted in 2,436 individuals, down from 3,102 names that we matched and

an initial set of about 20,000 initial professors. As DBLP contains some Chemistry,

Biology, and Economics venues, we expect that some of these are likely not Computer

Science professors.

Table 7.1: Spearman’s ρ correlation between rankings produced by targeting different
metrics of interest.

Faculty NSF Salary

Faculty 1.00 0.91 0.84

NSF 0.91 1.00 0.86

Salary 0.84 0.86 1.00
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7.4 Method

Our basic model is that a paper in a given publication venue (either a conference or

a journal), having passed peer review, is worth a certain amount of value. Certain

venues are more prestigious, impactful or selective, and thus should have higher

scores. Other venues have less strict standards, or perhaps provide less opportunity

to disseminate their ideas [Mor+18] and should be worth less. While this model

explicitly ignores the differences in paper quality at a publication venue, discarding

this information enables the use of a large quantity of data to develop a statistical

scoring system.

This methodology is not valid for all fields of science, nor all models of how

impactful ideas are developed and disseminated. Our method requires individual

authors have multiple publications across many different venues, which is more true

in Computer Science than the natural sciences or humanities, where publishing rates

are lower [LMS18]. If instead we assume that all research ideas produce only a

single paper, or that passing peer-review is a noisy measurement of quality [Sha+18],

then our proposed method would not work very well. Instead, the underlying

process which supports our methodology is that good research ideas produce multiple

research publications in selective venues; better ideas would produce more individual

publications in higher quality venues. The concept of All models are wrong, but some

are useful is our guide here. This assumption allows us to obtain venue scores in an

automatic way, and then use these scores to evaluate both authors and institutions.

Our approach to ranking venues is to construct a regression task, apply an

optimization method to solve it, and use the resulting weights. Optimization’s ability

to generate powerful representations is well-studied in machine learning [RHW86]

and statistics [Hub85]. The resulting weights are often useful [CN11], and this

methodology is widely used in natural language processing [Mik+13; PSM14].
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7.4.1 Formal Setup

In general, we will obtain a score for each venue by setting up a linear regression task

in the form of equation 7.1.



conf1 conf2 . . . confn

auth1 1 3 . . . 0 1

auth2 1 0 . . . 1 1
...

...
...

. . .
...

...

authm 0 2 . . . 4 1




x0

x1

...

xn

 =


isProf1

isProf2
...

isProfm

 (7.1)

Authors are listed along the rows, and venues are listed along the columns. The

number of publications that an author has in a conference is noted in the design

matrix. There is an additional column of 1s to learn a bias offset in the regression.

Different forms of counting author credit are discussed in section 7.4.6, while

different regression targets are discussed in section 7.3. In equation 7.1, the regression

target is shown as a binary variable indicating whether or not that author is currently

a professor. If this linear system, Ax = b is solved, then the vector x will contain real-

valued scores for every single publishing venue. Since our system is over-determined,

there is generally no exact solution.

Instead of solving this sparse linear system directly, we instead solve a regularized

regression, using a robust loss and L2 regularization. That is, we iteratively minimize

the following expression via stochastic gradient descent [RM51]

L(Ax, b) + λ||x||2 (7.2)

The L2 regularization enforces a Gaussian prior on the learned conference scores. We

can perform this minimization in Python using common machine learning software

packages [Ped+11]. We tend to use a robust loss function, such as the Huber loss in

the case of regression [Hub64], which is quadratic for errors of less than δ and linear
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for errors of larger than δ. It can be written as

L(ŷ, y) =

1
2
(y − ŷ)2, if |y − ŷ|≤ δ

δ|y − ŷ|−1
2
δ2, otherwise

(7.3)

In the case of classification, we have labels y ∈ {−1, 1} and use the modified Huber

loss [Zha04],

L(ŷ, y) =

max(0, 1− yŷ)2, if yŷ ≥ −1

−4yŷ, otherwise
(7.4)

We experimented with other loss functions, such as the logistic loss, and while

they tended to produce similar rankings and results, we found that the modified

Huber loss provided better empirical performance in our test metrics, even though

the resulting curves looked very similar upon qualitative inspection.
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7.4.2 Metrics of Interest

As detailed in section 7.3, we targeted three metrics of interest: status as a faculty

member, NSF award sizes, and professor salaries. Each of these metrics came from

a completely independent data source, and we found that they each had their own

biases and strengths (more in section 7.5).

For faculty status classification, we used the modified huber loss and CSRank-

ings [Ber18] faculty affiliations. To build venue scores that reward top-tier conferences

more highly, we only gave professors in the top-k ranked universities positive labels.

We tried k = 5, 16, 40, 80, and found that we got qualitatively different results with

quantitative similar performance. Unless otherwise stated, we used k = 40. The uni-

versity ranking used to select top-k was CSRankings itself, and included international

universities, covering the Americas, Europe and Asia. This classification is performed

across all authors, leading to 1.7 million rows in our design matrix.

For the NSF awards, every Principal Investigator on the award had their papers

up to the award year as the input features. We used a Huber loss, λ = 0.03, and

experimented with normalizing our award data to have zero mean and unit variance.

Additionally, we built models for both raw award sizes and log of award sizes; the raw

award sizes seem to follow a power-law while the log award sizes seem distributed

as approximately a Gaussian. Another model choice is whether to regress each NSF

grant as an independent measurement or instead a marginal measurement which

tracks the cumulative total of NSF grants received by the authors. If not all authors

on the grant were matched to DBLP names, we only used the fraction of the award

corresponding to the fraction of identified authors. This regression had ∼ 1
2
million

rows in its design matrix .

For the salary data, we found that normalizing the salary data to have zero mean

and unit variance led to a very poor regression result, while having no normalization

produced a good result. This regression only had ∼ 2, 400 datapoints, and thus

provided information about fewer venues than the other metrics of interest.

7.4.3 Modeling Change Over Time

In modeling conference values, we wanted to build a model that could adjust for

different values in different years. For example, a venue may be considered excellent
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in the 1980s, but may have declined in influence and prestige since then. To account

for this behavior, we break our dataset into chunks of n years and create a different

regression variable for each conference for each chunk. The non-temporal model is

obtained simply by setting n ≥ 50.

We also examine a model that creates an independent variable for each year, for

each conference. After setting n = 1 in the block model, we splat each publication

as a Gaussian at a given year. By modifying σ, we can control the smoothness of

the obtained weights. The Gaussian is applied via a sparse matrix multiply of the

design matrix A with the appropriate band diagonal sparse matrix G. The use of a

truncated Gaussian (where p < 0.05 is clipped and the Gaussian is re-normalized)

enables our matrix to maintain sparsity. We used a σ = 4.5, which produced an

effective window size of about 10 years. This can be seen visually in Figure 7.2.

Our different temporal models are compared in Table 7.5 by correlating against

existing author-level, journal-level and university-level metrics. For evaluation details

see Section 7.6.

7.4.4 Normalizing Differences Across Years

The temporal models described in the previous section have an inherent bias. Due

to the temporal window of the DBLP publication history, there is variation in

distributed value due to changes annual NSF funding, the survivorship of current

academic faculty, etc. To adjust for this bias, we scale each conference-year value by

the standard deviation of conference values in that year. This scaling can help or

hurt performance, depending on which metric of interest the model is built against.

It generally produces flatter value scores over time but leads to some artifacts. The

effects of this normalization are shown in Figure 7.3 and Table 7.2. In our final

version, we instead normalize by the average of the top 10 conferences in each year,

which produced flatter results over time,
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Figure 7.2: Truncated Gaussian (σ = 4.5) used to splat a publication’s value across
multiple years. Examples centered at the year 2000 and the year 2018
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Figure 7.3: Results showing the effect of performing a normalization for venue year
and size. See Sections 7.4.4 and 7.4.5.
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Table 7.2: Spearman correlation between our model and existing metrics, showing
the effect of different normalization schemes. See Sections 7.4.4 and 7.4.5 for model
details. See Section 7.6 for evaluation details.

Normalization influential
cita-
tions
(au-
thor)

h-
index
(au-
thor)

h-index
(univer-
sity)

h-
index
(venue)

None 0.72 0.61 0.60 0.26

Year 0.72 0.66 0.58 0.18

Size 0.74 0.63 0.61 0.25

Year + Size 0.72 0.61 0.60 0.26

7.4.5 Normalizing Differences In Venue Size

Our model uses L2 regularization on the venue scores, which tends to squash the

value of variables with less explanatory power.This process often resulted in the

under-valuing of smaller, more selective venues. To correct for this size bias, instead

of giving each paper 1 point of value in the design matrix, we give each paper 1
M

credit, where M is the number of papers at that venue in that year; this step is

performed before Gaussian splatting. This produced rankings which emphasized small

venues and provided a good notion of efficient venues. In practice, we instead used a

blended result with a multiplier of 1
α
√
M

with α = 1.5849, the Hausdorff dimension

of the Sierpinski triangle, an arbitrary constant.

7.4.6 Modeling Author Position

Another question to consider is how credit for a paper is divided up amongst the

authors. We consider four models of authorship credit assignment:

1. Authors get 1
n
credit for each paper, where n is the number of authors on the

paper. Used by [Ber18].

2. All authors get full credit (1 point) for each paper

3. Authors receive less credit for later positions (1
1
, 1
2
, 1
3
· · · 1

n
), normalized so total
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Table 7.3: Correlation (Spearman’s ρ) between our model and Semantic
Scholar [VHE15], showing the properties of different authorship models. For de-
tails see section 7.4.6.

Evaluation Author Model

1 2 3 4

R
eg
re
ss
io
n

A
u
th
or

M
o
d
el

1 0.70 0.72 0.65 0.70

2 0.68 0.71 0.61 0.67

3 0.71 0.73 0.66 0.71

4 0.70 0.72 0.65 0.71

credit sums to 1). This model assigns more credit to earlier authors and is used

by certain practitioners [Sek08; HGC81; Hua18; Hag08].

4. The same as (3), except the last author is explicitly assigned equal credit with

the first author before normalization.

Using Spearman correlation with Semantic Scholar’s ”highly influential citations”,

an evaluation metric described in depth in Sec. 7.6.4, we can evaluate each of these

models. Specifically, there are two places where venues scores require a selection

of authorship model. The first is how much credit is assigned to each paper when

performing regression (in the case of our faculty metric of interest). The second is

when evaluating authors with the obtained regression vector. See table 7.3 for a

summary of experimental results. For the purposes of evaluation, assigning full credit

to authors (model 2) produced the best results, while model 3 consistently produced

the lowest quality correlations. On the other hand, for the purposes of performing the

classification task, the roles are flipped. Assigning full credit (model 2) consistently

produces the worst quality correlations while using model 3 produces the highest

quality correlations.

7.4.7 Combining Models

Since the proposed metrics of interest (faculty status, NSF awards, salaries) were

generated from different independent regression targets, with different sized design

matrices, there may be value in combining them to produce a joint model. The value

of ensemble models is well documented in both theory [FS97] and practice [BKV09].
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Table 7.4: Correlation between our model and traditional measures of scholarly output
on the dataset of CMU faculty. For model details see Section 7.4.7. For evaluation
details see Section 7.6.4.

Model citations h-index [Hir05] influential citations [VHE15]

Faculty 0.59 0.68 0.71

NSF 0.63 0.66 0.67

Salary 0.36 0.36 0.41

Combined 0.69 0.77 0.75

In the absence of a preferred metric with which to cross-validate our model, we simply

perform an unweighted average of our models to obtain a gold model. To ensure

that the weights are of similar scale, the conference scores are normalized to have

zero mean and unit variance before combining them. Venue scores that are too large

or too small are clipped at 12 standard deviations. For the temporal models, this

normalization is performed on a per-year basis. While table 7.4 shows results for a

simple combination, one could average together many models with different choices

of hyperparameters, regression functions, datasets, filters to scrub the data, etc.

7.5 Results

A visual example of some of venue scores is shown in Figure 7.1. We kept the y-axis

fixed across all the different Computer Science sub-disciplines to show how venue

scores can be used to compare different fields in a unified metric. There are additional

results in our qualitative demonstration of normalization methods, Figure 7.3.

Due to the variation in rankings produced by one’s choice of hyperparameters, and

the large set of venues being evaluated, we do not have a canonical set of rankings that

can be presented succinctly here. Instead, we will focus on quantitative evaluations

of our results in the following section.
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Table 7.5: Correlation between rankings produced by our model against rankings
produced by traditional scholarly metrics. Different rows correspond to different
hyperparameters choices for our model. Each column is a corresponds to a traditional
metric. AI = Author Highly Influential Citations, AH = Author H-index, USN = US
News 2018, VH = Venue H-index, VC = Venue Citations.

Years Metric AI AH USN VH VC

σ = 4.5 Faculty 0.73 0.69 0.74 0.63 0.42

10 0.67 0.57 0.76 0.57 0.35

50 0.75 0.68 0.76 0.38 0.21

σ = 4.5 NSF 0.64 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.59

10 0.68 0.68 0.60 0.59 0.60

50 0.67 0.65 0.63 0.64 0.67

σ = 4.5 Salary 0.62 0.58 0.59 0.48 0.55

10 0.65 0.62 0.57 0.45 0.55

50 0.66 0.63 0.56 0.43 0.63

7.6 Evaluation

To validate the venue scores obtained by our regression methods, our evaluation

consists of correlating our results against existing rankings and metrics. We consider

three classes of existing scholarly measurements to correlate against: those evaluat-

ing universities, authors, and venues. Each of these classes has different standard

techniques, and a different evaluation dataset, so they will be described separately in

Sections 7.6.2, 7.6.4, and 7.6.3.

In the case of our proposed method, venue scores, we have a simple way to turn

them from a journal-based to an author-based or institution-based metric. Venues are

evaluated directly with the scores. Authors are evaluated as the dot product of venue

scores and the publication vector of an author. Universities are evaluated as the dot

product of venue scores and the total publication vector of all faculty affiliated with

that university.
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7.6.1 PageRank Baseline

Many existing approaches build on the idea of eigenvalue centrality [Ber07; YL07;

ZW18]. We implemented PageRank [Pag+99] using the power iteration method to

compute a centrality measure to use for both author-level and venue-level metrics.

Unlike most versions of PageRank, which use citation counts, we implement two

variants based solely on co-authorship information.

Author-level PageRank (PageRankA) is computed on the 1.7M x 1.7M sized

co-authorship graph, where an edge is added for every time two authors co-author a

paper. We found that the authors with highest centrality measures are often common

names with insufficient disambiguation information in DBLP.

Journal-level PageRank (PageRankC) is computed on the 11,000 x 11,000 co-

authorship graph, where an edge is added for every author who publishes in both

venues. When ran on the unfiltered DBLP data, the highest scoring venue was arXiv,

an expected result.

7.6.2 University Ranks

For this work, we produce university rankings simply as an evaluation method to

demonstrate the quality and utility of our venue scoring system. The reader is

cautioned that university ranking systems can tend to produce undesirable gaming

behavior [Joh18], and are prone to manipulation.

We obtained and aligned many existing university rankings for Computer Science

departments. These include rankings curated by journalistic sources, such as the

US News Rankings [NR18], the QS Rankings [Ran18], Shanghai Ranking [Ran15],

Times Higher Education Rankings [Edu18] and the National Research Council re-

port [CAL15]. In addition, we consider purely quantitative evaluation systems such

as ScholarRank [Vuc+18], CSRankings [Ber18], CSMetrics [Bla+18], and Prestige

Rankings [CAL15]. We additionally include ScholarRank’s t10sum across the matched

faculty that our venue scores result uses.

We follow a recent paper [Vuc+18], which demonstrated the efficacy of a citation-

based metric in producing rankings with large correlation against US News rankings.

We extend these experiments to include more baselines. In contrast with [Vuc+18],

we use a rank correlation metric (namely Kendall’s τ), which naturally handles ordinal
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Table 7.6: Section 7.6.2. Kendall’s τ correlation across different University Rankings.

Ranking Correlation
with US
News 2018

USN2018 [NR18] 1.000

USN2010 [CAL15] 0.928

Venue Scores 0.780

ScholarRank [Vuc+18] 0.768

ScholarRankFull 0.757

CSMetrics [Bla+18] 0.746

CSRankings [Ber18] 0.724

Times [Edu18] 0.721

NRC95 [CAL15] 0.713

t10Sum [Vuc+18] 0.713

Prestige [CAL15] 0.666

Citations [Vuc+18] 0.665

Shanghai [Ran15] 0.586

# of papers 0.585

BestPaper [Hua18] 0.559

PageRankA 0.535

PageRankC 0.532

QS [Ran18] 0.518

ranking systems. While ScholarRank [Vuc+18] claimed a correlation of > 0.9 with US

News, this was under Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and the result under Kendall’s

τ is 0.768 in the published version and 0.757 using full precision ScholarRank.

Our faculty-based regression is able to generate a result with the highest correlation

against the US News rankings. We perform even better than ScholarRank, which

was designed to optimize this metric (although under a non-rank correlation metric).
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Table 7.7: Spearman’s ρ correlation between different journal-level metrics (N=1008).
For details see Section 7.6.3.

papers citations h-index PageRank
C

venue
scores

papers 0.75 0.41 0.91 0.25

citations 0.75 0.60 0.69 0.27

h-index 0.41 0.60 0.37 0.65

PageRankC 0.91 0.69 0.37 0.27

venue scores 0.25 0.27 0.65 0.27

7.6.3 Journal-level metrics

To evaluate the fidelity of our venue scores for journals and conferences, we obtain

the h-index [Hir05] and citation count for 1,308 conferences from Microsoft Academic

Graph [Sch14]. We continue to use Spearman’s ρ as our correlation metric, even

though rank-correlation metrics can be highly impacted by noisy data [Abd90].

Under this metric, venue scores correlated highly with h-index. Notably, h-index

and venue scores are highly correlated with each other, even though venue scores are

much less correlated with raw conference size. See Figure 7.7 for detailed results.

7.6.4 Author-level Metrics

To evaluate our venue scores in the application of generating author-level metrics, we

will use rank correlation (also known as Spearman’s ρ) [Spe04] between our venue

scores and traditional author-level metrics such as h-index. Google Scholar was

used to obtain citations, h-index [Hir05], i10-index, and Semantic Scholar used to

obtain highly influential citations [VHE15]. Prior work has critiqued the h-index

measure [Yon14] and proposed an alternative metric, derived from a citation count.

However, our use of a rank correlation means that monotonically transformed

approximations of citation counts would lead to identical scores.

For evaluation, we collected a dataset for the largest Computer Science department

in CSRankings (n = 148). The results are shown in Table 7.8. We can see that venue

scores highly correlate with h-index, influential citations, i10-scores and CSRankings
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Table 7.8: Correlation between different author-level metrics for a dataset of professors
(N=148). Details are in Section 7.6.4.

paper cite h i10 CSR venue influence

paper 0.66 0.79 0.81 0.71 0.94 0.76

cite 0.66 0.93 0.88 0.49 0.66 0.81

hx 0.79 0.93 0.97 0.56 0.75 0.80

i10 0.81 0.88 0.97 0.53 0.75 0.73

CSR [Ber18] 0.71 0.49 0.56 0.53 0.84 0.64

venue 0.94 0.66 0.75 0.75 0.84 0.78

influence [VHE15] 0.76 0.81 0.80 0.73 0.64 0.78

scores. The results from the author-based PageRank are surprisingly similar to our

venue scores. However, the conference-based PageRank performed worse than venue

scores on every correlation metric.

7.7 Discussion

Our results show a medium to strong correlation of venue scores to existing scholarly

metrics, such as citation count and h-index. For author metrics, venue scores correlate

with influential citations [VHE15] or h-index about as well as such measures correlate

against each other or raw citation counts (see Table 7.8). For venue metrics, venue

scores correlate with h-index (0.64) and citations (0.61) nearly as well as citations

correlate with h-index (0.66). For university metrics, venue scores correlate as well

with measures of peer assessment as citation-based metrics do [Vuc+18].

As h-index and citation counts have their flaws, obtaining perfect correlation is

not necessarily a desirable goal. Instead, these strong correlations serve as evidence

for the viability of venue scores.

Venue scores have been shown to be robust against hyperparameter choices

(Tables 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5). Even venue scores produced from completely different data

sources tend to look very similar (Table 7.1). Additionally, venue scores can naturally

capture the variation of conference quality over time (Figures 7.1, 7.3).

As with any inductive method, venue scores are data-driven and will be subject
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Figure 7.4: The career arcs of several accomplished Computer Scientists. The first
row uses a simple model where all papers are all given equal weight; first using raw
counts and then normalizing by the number of papers published each year. The
second row shows our model.
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to past biases. For example, venue scores can clearly be biased by hiring practices,

pay inequality and NSF funding priorities. As these are the supervising metrics,

bias in those datasets will be encoded in our results. For example, we found that

the faculty hiring metric prioritized Theoretical Computer Science, while using NSF

awards prioritized Robotics. The faculty classification task may devalue publishing

areas where candidates pursue industry jobs, while the NSF grant regression task

may devalue areas with smaller capital requirements. By using large datasets and

combining multiple metrics in a single model (Section 7.4.7), the final model could

reduce the biases in any individual dataset.

Each of our metrics of interest has an inherent bias in timescale, which our

temporal normalization tries to correct for, but likely does an incomplete job of.

Salaries are often higher for senior faculty. NSF Awards can have a long response time

and a preference towards established researchers. Faculty classification prioritizes the

productive years of existing faculty. Additionally, faculty hiring as a metric will have

a bias towards work from prestigious universities [CAL15] and their venue preferences.

Some of these issues also exist in citation metrics, and may be why our uncorrected

models correlated better with them (Table 7.2).

7.8 Similarity Metrics

While the previous sections of this paper have focused on evaluation, the same dataset

can be used to organize venues into groups. For organization, we use a much smaller

dataset, using data since 2005 and only evaluating the 1,155 venues that have at

least 20 R1 universities with faculty publishing in them. We then build the venue ×
author matrix, counting the number of papers each that author published in each

venue. Performing a d-dimensional Latent Dirichlet Allocation [BNJ03], we obtain a

50-dimensional vector representing each conference in a meaningful way.

These vectors can then be clustered [AV07] to produce automatic categories for

each conference. These high dimensional vectors can also be embedded [MH08] into

two dimensions to produce a visual map of Computer Science. See Figure 7.5 for

our result. These clusters represent natural categories in Computer Science. For

example, it is easy to see groups that could be called Theory, Artificial Intelligence,

Machine Learning, Graphics, Vision, Parallel Computing, Software Engineering,
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Figure 7.5: Automatic clustering for venues in Computer Science, the largest venues
in each cluster are labeled.

Human-Computer Interaction, among many others.

While some clusters are distinct and repeatable, others are not. When datasets

contain challenging cases, ideal clustering can be hard to estimate [Ben15]. Using

silhouette scores [Rou87], we can estimate how many natural clusters of publishing

exist in Computer Science. In our experiments, silhouette scores were maximized

with 20 to 28 clusters. As the clustering process is stochastic, we were unable to
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Figure 7.6: Heatmap showing the differences in research focus across different univer-
sities. Figure 7.5 can be used as a guide.
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Figure 7.7: An embedding of Carnegie Mellon University’s School of Computer Science
with colors indicating sub-departments. For example, the Robotics Institute (RI) has
clear clusters for Robotics, Graphics, CV and HRI.
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determine the optimal cluster number with statistical significance.

By embedding each author with the weighted average of their publication’s vectors,

we can also obtain a fingerprint that shows which areas of Computer Science each

university focuses on. See Figure 7.6 for an example of such fingerprints for many

top departments. The same clustering method can be used to analyze the focus areas

of a single department, for an example see Figure 7.7.

7.9 Conclusion

We have presented a method for ranking and organizing a scholarly field based only

on simple publication information- namely a list of papers, each labeled with only

their published venue, authors, and year. By regressing venue scores from metrics of

interest, one obtains a plausible set of venue scores. These scores can be compared

across sub-fields and aggregated into author-level and institution-level metrics. The

scores provided by this system, and their resulting rankings, correlate highly with

other established metrics. As this system is based on easily obtainable, publicly

available data, it is transparent and reproducible. Our method builds on simple

techniques and demonstrates that their application to large-scale data can produce

surprisingly robust and useful tools for scientometric analysis.

7.10 Credit Assignment

In order to address issues of collinearity raised by having authors who publish papers

together, we wanted to solve a credit assignment problem. We adapted a well-known

method for addressing this by adapting regularized plus minus [Sil10] from the sports

analytics literature. In our case, we simply regress each publications values from its

authors, as shown below.
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author1 author2 . . . authorn

paper1 1 1 . . . 0

paper2 1 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

paperm 0 1 . . . 1




x1

x2

...

xn

 =


score1

score2
...

scoren

 (7.5)

This technique produced scores that correlated highly with total value scores.

While this may be valuable for understanding an individual’s contribution, but we

were unable to find an evaluation for this method. The form of this model that

considers n-wise or pairwise relationships was also considered, but these matrices

were too large for us to run trials.
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Figure 7.9: The average productivity of all DBLP authors for that year of their
publishing career.

7.11 Aging Curve

To evaluate if our model makes a sensible prediction over the timescale of a scholar’s

career, we built a model to see what an average academic career looks like, given

that the author is still publishing in those years. See Figure 7.9. Our model suggests

a rise in productivity for the first 20 years of one’s publishing history, and then a

steady decline.
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Figure 7.10: An automatic clustering and rating of the entirity of CS.
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Table 7.9: Top Venues

Name Score Size

STOC 11.71 128

FOCS 11.04 120

NIPS 10.94 484

Conference on Computational Complexity 10.41 53

SODA 10.17 224

SIAM J. Comput. 9.98 138

HotNets 9.53 46

ICML 9.46 303

TCC 9.06 76

NSDI 8.76 69

CCS 8.76 114

INFOCOM 8.59 434

ITCS 8.56 103

Allerton 8.53 331

ASPLOS 8.43 48

SIGCOMM 8.31 55

CVPR 8.22 606

PLDI 8.05 68

J. ACM 8.03 82

Theory of Computing 7.94 29

USENIX Security Symposium 7.91 62

NDSS 7.86 63

APPROX-RANDOM 7.86 74

COLT 7.78 82

VLDB 7.75 185

IEEE/ACM Trans. Netw. 7.74 226

AAAI 7.73 403

SIGMOD Conference 7.62 98

SIGGRAPH 7.59 125

AISTATS 7.52 138
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Table 7.10: Top Universities

school authors papers venue score size normed

Carnegie Mellon University 174 17275 73126 14159

University of California - Berkeley 108 11011 51062 10884

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 108 9613 47037 10026

Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 103 11248 44714 9627

Technion 96 8795 39601 8656

Stanford University 69 7028 36169 8513

Georgia Institute of Technology 108 9337 38083 8118

Tsinghua University 150 14643 40662 8104

University of California - Los Angeles 46 6589 30368 7888

University of Michigan 83 7897 33666 7598

Tel Aviv University 48 5468 28816 7404

University of California - San Diego 74 6646 30836 7142

University of Maryland - College Park 76 7751 30795 7089

ETH Zurich 39 6673 26120 7081

Cornell University 81 5918 30278 6871

University of Washington 69 5727 29087 6846

University of Southern California 58 7206 26044 6387

Columbia University 53 5064 25251 6330

EPFL 55 6927 25320 6290

Princeton University 47 4991 24203 6252

HKUST 57 6640 25134 6190

National University of Singapore 75 7210 25123 5801

University of Pennsylvania 53 5340 22696 5690

University of California - Irvine 71 6624 24070 5628

Pennsylvania State University 49 5668 21325 5451

Peking University 147 11858 27050 5413

University of Toronto 99 5955 24759 5376

University of Texas at Austin 52 4485 21225 5346

University of California - Santa Barbara 38 4698 19137 5224

University of Waterloo 105 7316 23781 5099

Max Planck Institute 32 4307 17808 5093
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Table 7.11: Top Authors

Name Score

Philip S. Yu 4354

H. Vincent Poor 3873

Kang G. Shin 3540

Jiawei Han 0001 3143

Micha Sharir 3086

Thomas S. Huang 2992

Don Towsley 2913

Xuemin Shen 2755

Luc J. Van Gool 2700

Noga Alon 2596

Christos H. Papadimitriou 2531

Leonidas J. Guibas 2525

Mahmut T. Kandemir 2467

Jie Wu 0001 2452

Wen Gao 0001 2416

Shuicheng Yan 2373

Rama Chellappa 2286

Alberto L. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli 2266

Georgios B. Giannakis 2266

Yunhao Liu 2257

Mohamed-Slim Alouini 2238

Michael I. Jordan 2213

Christos Faloutsos 2173

Massoud Pedram 2153

Dacheng Tao 2149

Hans-Peter Seidel 2145

Luca Benini 2139

Moshe Y. Vardi 2092

Lajos Hanzo 2081

Yishay Mansour 2073
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Chapter 8

Additional Results

This chapter briefly notes some otherwise unpublished work that did not make a full

length conference publication.

8.1 Alternative Rendering Formulations

We experimented with different alternatives to 3D Gaussians as an underlying shape

representation. For example, surfels [Pfi+00] with infinite plane intersections, and

configurable fuzz (Fig. 8.1). The confiurable fuzz was a sigmoid function based on

intersection distance from the surfel center. While these sometimes provided sharper

details, they didn’t optimize as well as the 3D Gaussian formulation described above.

Figure 8.1: Surfel Renderer.

Another idea that we pursued was implementing a differentiable render for Varia-
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tional Implicit Surfaces [TO99], also known as Gaussian Process Surfaces [WF07].

Here, we used a similar exponential blending trick as the one used in Fuzzy Metaballs,

where the two terms were distance along the ray (to handle occlusion) and distance

orthogonal to the ray (to handle priority) compared to all the vertex control points.

Forward passes could be further refined by running gradient descent along the ray to

minimize SDF distance. Despite our best efforts at linearization, reparameterization,

we never got the shape optimization to work well.

The basic shape parameterization we experiment with was a simple squared

distance kernel over control points.

f(x) =
N∑
i

λi||µi − x||2

Figure 8.2: Variational Implicit Surface Renderer Forward Pass. Using 256
control points. Based on either the exponential weighting trick to get initialization,
or further steps of SDF improvement. Normals based on instantaneous gradient are
shown.

8.1.1 Multivariate Logistic

We experimented with an alternative primitive, which seems to behave like a gener-

alized simplex (triangle in two dimensions, tetrahedron in three dimensions). This

has a closed form cumulative distribution function, and is one potential multivariate
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Figure 8.3: Variational Implicit Surface Renderer Shape From Silhouette.
Despite having about 100 times more runtime than the similar Fuzzy Metaballs
experiment, there is marginal optimization of the shape towards the desired object.

generalization of the logistic distribution. We were hoping this could enable other

renderers, and it might be an interesting replacement primative for the smooth,

defined everywhere optimization.

w(x;µ,Σ) = Σ(x− u) zTΣz ≥ 0

f(x;µ,Σ) = D!
e−

∑D
j wj

|Σ|
(
1 +

∑D
j e−wj

)D+1

Figure 8.4: Multivariate Logistic Primitive.

It seems to be slightly different than the typical multivarariate logistic distribution

used by others [Fra04; MO90; Arn96; FX89; McD09; MA+73; Bal91].
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Figure 8.5: Sonar Results. The first row shows baseline results for 14 degree
aperture reconstructions. Point cloud based on maximal ray values on the left,
[WGK20] on the right. The second row shows the resulting Gaussian reconstructions
for a 14 degree and 28 degree aperture. The original work didn’t show visual results
for 28 degree data, so it is not available for comparison.

8.2 Sonar Results

We briefly experimented with using 3D Gaussians as an underlying representation for

sonar reconstructions. Of note, we compare against the results shown in [WGK20]

for both 14 degree aperture and 28 degree aperture sonar. We develop a strong point

cloud baseline, and show that we can get comparable results by using the dense sonar

returns to optimized a Gaussian Mixture Model likelihood in JAX.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

In Freeman Dyson’s characterization [Dys09], I believe this thesis was largely done in

the manner of a frog, focusing on very specific problems and providing good solutions

to them. Stepping back, there is a clear theme of efficiency, generality across domains,

and tiny bits of mathematics to ground the work. Often, these specific approaches

used Gaussians, and hence the title of the thesis. But overall, trying to take a look

as a bird, the goals were about efficiency, generality and robustness in intelligent

methods that work with real world data. I hope the themes will continue in my

future work, but which problem domains they will focus on seems hard to see at this

moment.

Looking to the future, there are potentially other massive gains in efficiency

that could be possible for techniques in computer vision and robotics. For example,

building neural network back-ends that efficiently process videos for learned ML

inference. Or perhaps building methods that efficiently learn robot policies from a

small dataset of learned trajectories and the appropriate additional information. If

we formulate solutions directly for these problems instead of copying approaches used

elsewhere, perhaps we can see the same benefits as 3D Gaussians did for differentiable

rendering.

However, I will outline some specific directions that would be interesting in the

space of 3D reconstruction. A rough concept is that, having built a differentiable ray-

tracer, we could compute lighting bounces, and perhaps reconstruct HDR environment

maps or perform per-Gaussian material capture for relighting purposes.
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9. Conclusions

9.1 Bootstrapping Solutions

Since Fuzzy Metaballs are extremely fast, simple and converge well, they may serve

as an ideal coarse method for quickly seeding a solution for a fine method. This

would successfully demonstrate how low degree of freedom models can integrate with,

and provide comparable solutions to, higher quality models that can take days to

optimize.

In this case, we were thinking of tackling the reconstruction of articulated bodies

from a monocular video [Yan+21a; Yan+21b; Yan+22; Yan+23]. While prior work

uses mesh or NeRF-based differentiable rendering, we believe using Fuzzy Metaballs

might greatly benefit these approaches. Mesh differentiable renderers struggle to

converge well in our experiments without careful regularization and tuning, and are

significantly slower. While prior work solves these issues by doing multiple stages of

coarse-to-fine solving and constantly remeshing, we hope that doing an initial solve

with an implicit surface and then a single pass of high-quality optimization with a

high resolution mesh.

Another potential application of this might be cases where users currently deploy

NeRF-based models, such as in scene reconstruction [Suc+21]. This may help

alleviate the need for COLAMP [Sch+16] (or other SfM methods) before switching

to optimization with differentiable rendering.

9.2 Better Applications

Fuzzy Metaballs (Chapter 2) are extremely low dimensional and the low dimensionality

acts as an implicit regularizer (Section 2.10). Compared to other methods, they are

extremely parameter efficient (Section 2.6).

While the focus of the thesis has thus far been on standard computer graphics

datasets (such as the Stanford Bunny) and standard computer vision style inputs

(cell phone videos), we would like to extend our method to other domains. Namely,

we would like to demonstrate the benefits of low degree of freedom models in highly

noisy and difficult tasks.

We have identified several possible areas where such regularization might be

beneficial: in non-light-of-sight imaging [TSG19], lightcurve inversion [KT01] and
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9. Conclusions

CryoEM [BPF15]. In all these contexts, getting good imaging information is extremely

hard and low degree of freedom models could be desirable. Often the measurements

are based on some aggregated sensing (e.g. all the sonar returns along a potential arc,

all the light coming from an asteroid) and the reconstruction is a very difficult inverse

problem. In some of these cases, getting alternative information is very expensive.

The alternative to CryoEM is getting chemicals to form crystal structures and using

NMR techniques. The alternative to lightcurve inversion for asteroids is to launch a

spacecraft for a flyby.

In these applications, we expect that a differentiable renderer using implicitly

regularized, low-degree-of-freedom models would have large benefits.

Figure 9.1: Asteroid Lightcurve

Thank you for the kind readership. Many have supported me during the writing

and revision of this thesis, but all errors are my own.

Leonid Keselman, September 2023
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